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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the study \"ras to investigate the effecËs of practice

in sentence*reduction, sentence-expansion, and a combination of both

sentence-reduction and sentence-expansion on the reading comprehension of

fourth-grade students. Sentence-reduction and sentence-expansion are con-

sídered to be procedures ¡vhich íllustrate the association of surface struc-

ture to deep structure. Since reading comprehension can be hypothesized to

be a similar procedure, its relationship to sentence-reduction and sentence-

expansion \^ras the object of thís study.

The subjects were 120 fourth-grade students ín a suburban' I'trinnipeg,

Canada, school dívision. First the subjects \,rere assigned Ëo hígh, middle,

and 1ow ability groups based on scores obtained on a structural and a lexi-

ca1 cloze pre-test and then the subjects \,/ere randomly assigned to one of

four groups--sentence-reducLion, sentence-expansÍon, a combination of both

sentence-reduction and sentence-expansion, or control. Each Ëreatment group

receíved Ëen lessons of 30 minutes each. The control group did. noË depart

froq the regular program or Ëimetable. The sentences used for practice r¿ere

selected from fourth-grade basal readers accordíng to the following cri-

teria: (1) sentences containing structures which elemenËary-grade students

find dífficulË, and (2) sentence structures whích occurred frequently in

fourth-grade readers. A structural and a lexical ctoze test vere adminis-

tered as post-tests.

Analyses of variance r¿ith the factors treatmenË' ability, and time

(gain) indicated no significant interactíons among the three factors buÈ

there were signÍficanÈ abiltty by gain interactions. Multiple t-tesÈs with
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the Tukey criterion of signíficance v¡ere used to probe the signíficant

ínteractions and selected nonsignífícant treatment by abílity interactions.

Qualitative analyses consisting of type to token ratio counts of

selected responses were done to investigate the differences in responding

to structural and lexical cToze tests. A comparison of noun and verb

exact replacements made by the sentence-expansíon group revealed that

twíce as many verbs rlere correctly replaced on the lexical cToze post-tesË

as had been replaced on the pre-test.

The results of the sËudy led the investígator to conclude thaË:

(1) seritence-reduction and sentence-expansíon practice improved the reading

comprehension of míddle and low abil-íty fourth-grade students, (2) Ëo

assess and teach reading efficiently may require tests and instructional

materials that match studentst ínsËructional-1evel and level of syntactic

der¡elopment, (3) lexical cLoze tests result ín more accurate responses

than structural cloze tests, and (4) qualitative analyses showed thaË

ansvüers to s.tructural cloze tests varied more than ansrüers to lexícal

cLoze tests and that more verbs \¡iere correctly replaced in the lexícal

cLoze.
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ChapËer I

PURPOSE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Purpose

The purpose of thís study r¡zas to examine Ëhe effecÊs of pracËíce

in senÈence-reduction, sentence-expansion, and a combination of both

sentence-reduction and sentence-expansion on fourth-grade studenËs'

reading comprehension. Since iË has been shovrn thaË instruction in

sentence-combining (sentence-expansion), significantly affecËs syntactÍc

maËurity in wrítíng performance (l'tellon, L969; OrHare, L973; Combs,

7975), invesËígators have hypoËhesized Èhat senEence-expansion practice

may also have a positive effect on syntactic compeËence in receptive

language such as reading comprehension. Others, sueh as Fagan (f971)

and Pflaum (L974) have suggested that teachíng ctrildren to find the

kernel sentences ín more complex sentences (sentence-reduction) may

also significantly affect reading comprehension.

The aín of sentence-reduction pracLice was to assist students

in breaking down complex senËences into simple or kernel sentences. The

aim of sentence-expansion pr:actice T,/as to assist sËudents in combining

two or more kernel sentences to produce a compound or a complex sentence.

A combination of both senËence.-reduction and senËence-expansion practíee

r,¿as aimed at assisting students in breaking dor.m complex sentences ínto

kernel sentences and t.hen recombining them to form paraphrases of the

origínal sentence. The sentences chosen for practice were selected from

fourth-grade reading textbooks ín Manitoba schools. The sentence-reduction



and senËence-expansion practíce involved the manipulation of maín and

subordinate clauses.

Four general questions were consídered in order to examíne the

above purpose. They were:

1. Will practice ín sentence-reduction (finding the kernel

sentences ín compound or complex sentences) have an effect on the reading

comprehension of fourth-grade students wíthin high, middle, and lot¿

abílÍËy groups based on stïuctural and lexical cLoze tests?

2. Will practice in seritence-expansíon (cornbining kernel sen-

Ëences Eo make compound or complex sentences) have an effect on the

reading eomprehension of fourth-grade studenËs withÍn hígh, middle, and

1ow ability groups based on structural and lexieal cLoze tests?

3. I^iill pract,ice in breaking dovrn compound or complex senLences

ínÈo kernel sentences and then recombining Ëhem to form eíther the ori-

ginal senËence or paraphrases of the original senËence have an effect on

Ëhe reading comprehension of fourth-grade studenËs within high, rniddle'

and 1or.¡ ability groups based on sÈrucLural and lexical cLoze tests?

4. I,rrhat is Lhe relationship among Ëhe three treatments--

sentence-reduction, sentence-expansion, and a combination of both

senËence-reduction and sentence-expans ion--f or f ourth-grade students

withÍn high, rniddle, and 1ow abiliÈy groups based on structural and

lexi-caI cloze tests?

Each question generated a number of specific hypotheses; these

are presented in ChaPter 3.

Significance of the Study

The presenË sturJy was designed to invesËigate instrucÈional



approaches that rnrould build up studentsr facilíty r¿ith certain specifíc

language structures l^rhich appear in theír reading materíals. During

Ëhe pasË ten yeaïs developments in the fields of psycholinguisËics and

Ëransformat,íonal graïnmar have prompted invesËigaËíons of the effect of

the granrmatical sËructure of language on readíng comprehension. Since

most maËure ¡¿riters use moïe graÍmatically complex structures in writing

than in speaking, wrítËen language cannoË be viewed simply as oral lan-

guage r,¡rítt.en down.

In general, written language is more deliberate, more complex,
more heavily edited, and less redundant than spoken language.
It also offers no opportunity to questíon Ëhe writer in order
Ëo seek clarification of his staËements unlike many of the
siËuations ín which spoken language is used (Wardhaugh, L9742 f10).

The structural complexity of reading material is usually con-

trolled by using readabilíty formulas which measure average senlence

lengËh and Ëhe number of dífficult r+ords (Oa1e and Cha1l, 1948; Spache,

1953). The difficulty level of children's reading material can be

increased or decreased along these two dimensions. Realizíng that

average sentence length alone is not an adequate measure of syntactic

complexity, efforts have been made to find better methods of measuring

syntactic influences on the reading Process. Yngve (f960) devised a

method of deriving word depth Ëhrough analysis of the syntactic consti-

tuent structure of a sentence and Bormuth (L966) found thaË linguístic

variables such as words per independent clause and pronoun/conjuncEion

and verb/conjunctiori measures affected readability. In the absence of

relíable and valid guídes to control the syntactic densiËy of reading

materials, Botel et al (1973) and Golub (1975) developed formulas to

measure the syntactic complexity of reading materíals. Our present



understandíng of granEnar índicates that certain types of shorter sen-

tences may be much more complex and difficult to understand than longer

senEences of a less complex syntactic structure (Granowsky and Bote1,

Lg74). There is a need, therefore, to examine the difficulty level of

childrents reading materials ín conjunction with their leve1 of syntac-

Èíc competence.

Researchers have found that sentence paËterns Inay be of critical

importance to the degree of understandíng which a child derives from

wha¡ he reads (strickland, L962; Ruddell, Lg63; Smith, L97L; Fagan, r97r).

There is evidence to suggest EhaË the oral and written syntactic growth

of children continues throughout the school years (OrDonnell, Griffin and

Norris , 1967; chomsky, Lg72; Loban, L976) and that, Èhe rate of acquisi¡ion

of syntactic strucËures varies enormously (Loban, L963; I976) ' A psycho-

linguístic view of reading such as held by Goodman (1976) and Smíth (1973)

suggests that a knowledge of slmtax is a basic prerequisite for wríting

and reading comprehension.

Researchers and educators (Strickland, L962; Pflaum, 1974) who

have examined basal readers have found no scheme for control over sen-

tence stïucEure of ". growth factor related to language development

in . stories" (Pflaum, p. B). Various syntactical structures

appeared to be introduced in a rather haphazard manner and longer sen-

t,ences with higher clause density often occurred at lower grade 1eve1s

than at higher levels. Fagan (1971) found that samples from three Cana-

dian basal reading series contained rlumerous complex strucËures and that

students found many of these structures difficult to understand. Findings

such as Ëhe above have 1ed to the conclusion that children's reading



comprehension míghË be improved not only through more careful control

of syntactic complexiLy of their readíng materials, buL also by helpíng

them Ëo acquire more explicit knov¡ledge of basic synEacËic units.

Pflaum (L974) staËes, ". I do not feel thaÈ all difficult srructures

should be eliminaËed from written materials since reading is a major

source for language grol,/Lh; iÈ is sínply that we should presenL $Iays

for undersËanding them."

A review of research investigating the effects of senterice-

reduction and sentence-expaÌÌsion pracËice on reading comprehensíon has

shor,¡n a need for further study. Kurushima (L979) found that sentence-

expansion practÍce significantly affected the reading conprehension of

third-grade studenËs as measured by experimenter-constructed cloze

resrs buÈ Combs (1975), Levine (L976) and Straw (1978) obtained both

significant and non-significant results, depending on the type of com-

prehension test used. Although Simons (1970) demonstrated that there

T¡ras a relat.ionship between childrenrs skí11 at recoverÍ-ng the cieep

strucËure of sentences and theír reading comprehension, very few

researchers have invesËigated thís relationshíp. Straw (1978) found

that subjects receiving sentence-reduction instruction performed sig-

nificanË1y beËËer than subjects following a textbook approach but they

did not differ significantly from subjects receiving sentence-combining

Lreatmerit. A few experimenters (Stedman, L97I; Fisher, 7973; O'Donnell

and King, Lg74) have investigated the effects of both sentence-reduction

and sentence-expansion practice on students' reading comprehension. In

the Stedman and Fisher studies some subjects showed significant gains

vñri1e others did not but 0'Donne11 and King found no signifícanÈ gains.



The follow-ing concerns prompted the author to undertake this

study: (l) complex sentence stïuctures are not edíted out of children's

reading textbooks, (2) not all chíldren understand the sentence struc-

Ëures used in their reading Ëextbooks, and (3) although research evidence

has indicated that both sentence-reducËíon and sentence-expansion practice

rnay positívely affect studentsr reading comprehension, resulËs have

remained inconclusíve. trühile a few researchers have invesËigated the

effecË of both sentence-reduction and sentence-expansion on reading com-

prehension and some have investigated the effect of either sentence-

reduction or sentence-exPansion, none, to the auËhorts knowledge, have

consídered which of the approaches has a greaLer effect--sentence-

reducËion, sentence-expansion or a combination of both sentence-reducËion

and sentence-exparLsion practíce.

Thís study sought to investigate the above approaches by com-

parÍng the results obEained by three experimental groups and a control

gïoup on measures of reading comprehension after Ehe experimental groups

had participated in pracËicing either sentence-reduction, sentence-

expansion or a combinatíon of both sentence-reductíon and sentence-

expansion. This study also differed from other studies in that practice

sentences r¿ere taken directly from the students I reading materials Lo

determíne Ëhe effeet of instructíon r¿hich utilized student-materíals.

This does not appear to have been prevíously investigated. Further' tTnTo

types of cloze tests (lexical and structural) vrere used in an effort to

assess resulËs more accuratelY.

TheoreËical Foundations

Instruction and practice in sentence-reduction and sentence-



expansion may assisË students in undersËanding the grarnmatical signals

conveyed in written language and thus improve readíng comprehension.

The assumptions underlying instruction in senEence-reduction and sentence-

expansion are based on theories of transformational granmar and psycho-

linguistíc theories of reading.

Chomskyrs (1965) theory of syntax expressed ín a transformational-

generative graÐmar has had far-reachíng implications in explaining how

individuals speak and understand seritences. In this theory a graumar must

generate, specify, and predict the possible senËences of a language and

explícitly indicate what the possible senËences of a language are. A

generative grafimar attempts to make a comprehensive account of the rules

which are employed eiËher consciously or unconsciously by a speaker.

Chomskyts triparËite sÈrucLure includes deep structure, transformational

rules, and surface structure. Abstract rePresentations whích most

clearly reflecË the meaning of a sentence are the deep structures of

sentences. They are acËed upon by transformations t.o produee surface

sÈructures, which are Ëhen acted upon by phonologíca1 rules to produce

the senËences v¿hich speakers utter.

A kernel sentence is an aspect. of the deep structure which

represents the various acceptable strings to v¡hÍch transformational

rules may be applied. Thus, from a sroall set of basic sentences (kernel

senEences) all other sentences (non-kernel) may be derived through

various transformations. The meaning of a sentence is represented by

its deep structure while the for¡n in whích a sentence emerges in speech

or writing is represented in its surface structure.

Transformational analysis has provided an effective method of



linguistic analysis. Researchers of language development have found

evidence to suggesÈ that the frequency and complexity of transformatíons

used in producing senËences provide a means of measuring linguistic

maturÍËy (e.g. O'Donnell, Griffin and Norris, L967; O'Donnell ' L974) '

Investigations inËo the effecté of transformed slmtactic struc-

Ëures on reading indicate that many children have difficulty in compre-

hendÍng some of the most basic sËïuctures by which information is

conveyed in language (BormuËh et a1, L970; Smith, 1970; Fagan, 1971).

C. Chomsky (L972) also found high correlations between sophistication

of language knowledge and reading experience. According to Hunt (1965)

and Fagan (Lg7L), it is the number and types of transformations thaË

affect reading comprehension. The surface strucËures of sentences Pro-

vide listerÌers and readers wiËh the substance from v¡hích underlying

forms aïe processed but iË is at the deep structure leve1 that sentences

must be interpreLed. hlhile senËences are perceived at the level of

surface stïucture they are comprehended aË the 1eve1 of deep structure'

Readers and lísteners must reconstrucË the underlying deep structures

(l,lardhaugh, 1969:68). It seems logical to conclude that instruction

whích is desígned to assist studenEs in undersÈanding \,rriÉten language

structures would also improve their reading comprehension.

According to Fodor, Bever, and GarreEt (L974:313), "' it is

a primary goal of Ëheory construction ín psycholinguistics to provide

recogniËion models for the recovery of each psychologically real level

of linguistic structuïe." The approaches that have been proposed

opeïate on the assumption that sentence recognition or percepEual

analysis of senÈences involves the recovery of deep structures from



strings of words (surface structure). The analysis-by-analysis model

suggests thaL in recognizing sentences the rules of generative grammar

aïe applied backward. Fodor, Bever, and GarretË (L974:314) state: "In

the analysis-by-analysis approach, at each stage of the recognition

pïocess, r¡/e search through the rules of syntax until we find one r¡íth

a range satisfíed by the tree Istructure] under examinaLion. The tree

[sËructure] is then rer,rriËÈen so as to satisfy the domain of the rule

in question." This model of reverse tïansformations implies a relation-

shíp between sentence-expansion ability and reading comprehension, thaË

is, the reader combines varíous deep structuïes (kernels) to consETuct

Ëhe surface form of a message.

The analysis-by-analysis procedure assumes the existence of a

recognition device employing a "preanaLyzet." The preanalyzer assígns

surface sËïucture to lexical stríngs and is a component r¿hich is not

found in generative gramrar. The difficulty with this rnodel Ëhen, is

the questíon of how Ëhe preanalyzer is constructed'

Another perceptual device for synLax recognítíon is the analysis-

by-synthesis model. In this rnodel the graïunar is used to search for

poËential structural descriptions whích are LesLed against the input

strings. tr{hen a match is made betvreen the inLernally generated sígnal

and the inpuË, the search stops. The structural analysis of Ëhe input

is determined by the grarnmaËica1 rules used in producing Lhe successful

matchíng sígnal. "Thus, on the analysis-by-synthesis account, a granmar

is literal1y a parÈ of a senËence recognizer, and the grammatical gener-

ation of a sentence is literally part of recognízíng iE" (Fodor, Bever,

and Garrett, L9742316). Neisser (L967:252) explaíns: "We deal with the
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senËences we hear by reformulating them for ourselves; T¡¡e grasp their

sËructure with the same apparatus that structures our ol^rrl uËterances."

Thus, the analysis-by-synÈhesis model implies a relaËionship between

seritence-reduction abí1ity and readíng comprehension. The reader

deËermines the deep sËructures (kernels) of a senËence and maËches

Ëhem against Ëhe surface sLructure. Goodman (1976:498), using similar

reasoning, suggests thaL the efficient reader develops ". skil1 in

selecting the fewest, most productive cues necessary Eo produce guesses

rvhich are ríght Èhe first Ëime."

Fodor, Bever, and GarreËÈ have criticízed the analysis-by-

synthesis procedure because it makes inefficienË use of input data in

formulating hypotheses and searchíng the possible matches. Both the

analysís-by-analysis and analysis-by-synthesis models predict a dírect

relaüíonship between the number of grammatical operations in generating

a seritence and the complexity level of the sentence. A number of psycho-

linguistic studies of generative grammar have investigated this

relationship--termed the Derivational Theory of Complexity (DTC) '

fn Ehe experimenÈs revíewed by Fodor, Bever, and Garrett the

resulLs shor¿ed Ëhat sentences ínvolving fewer transformations required

less sÈorage and Ëhus supported Ëhe DTC as well as the analysis-by-

analysis and analysis-by-synthesis accounLs of the sentence recogníEion

process. However, studies such as that of Slobin (f966) have shor"¡n

that difficulty level of a sentence is affected by the tyPe of trans-

formation rather than by the length of the sentence. Thus, a decisive

resolution has not been provided by the DTC or the analysis-by-analysís

and analysis-by-synthesis models-
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Sínce the deep structure of a sentence can be hypothesized as a

Ëree, or constituent structure, composed of one or more t'sentoidsrtt the

process of recovering Ëhe deep sËructuïe of a senËence may be víewed as

groupíng together words r¿hich belong Ëo a coüEnon senEoid. ExperímenËs

ínvestígating the effects of surface clause boundaries have supporËed

the hypothesís which suggesËs that clausal structure determines the

units of perceptual analysis in sentence processing (Fodor et a1,

19742341; Massaro, 1975:403). In this theory, the clause functíons as

a perceptual uniË because r¿ithin thís strucEure Èhe hearer ís able to

use his knowledge of linguisÈic redundancies to make successful predic-

tíons about the cont.enÈ of the senËence. But further study has revealed

Ëhat segmenting sentences into clauses did not account for Prcper com-

prehension. Comprehension also involved labeling grammaËícal relatíons

among phrases contained in clauses and specifying the relations of

subordination and superordination among clauses (Fodor et al, 19742356).

As well , there \¡Ias a relation betv¡een Lhe surface order of main and

subordinate clauses and the comprehensibility of sentences (Clark and

Clark, f968).

Theoretical and experinenËal arguments for a percepËua1 model

which concretely recognizes grarunar in sentence recognitíon appears to

be somewhat dubious. No one knows horv recognition devices work or what

lÍnguistic uníversals describe psychologically real sysËems. There is

a need to develop paradigms that more closely reflect the demands

placed on a subject in processíng speech and Lext for meaning (Massaro,

L975:427).

To summarize, this section has díscussed some theoretical
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concerris relaËed to the grammatical rules which sentence recogniLion

procedures employ. The lirnitations of the proposed models indícate the

necessÍty for further empirical investigaËion. Researchers in reading

have suggested at least Èwo possible instructíona1 approaches to assist

students in processing the underlying forms of senËences: (1) enhancing

chíldrents syntae¿ic skills Ëhrough sentence-combining exercises (Mellorr,

L967; Miller and Ney, 1968; OrHare, L973; Straw, L97B) as suggested by

the analysis-by-analysis model, and (2) teaching children how to anaLyze

diffieulË structures into comPonents or kernel sentences (Fagan, L97L;

Pflaum, Lg74) as suggested by the analysis-by-synthesis model. The

effects which Ëhese Ínstructional approaches may have on readíng compre-

hension are the objects of investigation in this study'

Definition of Terns

The following operational terms have been used throughout this

study and have been defined as follows:

1. Svntactic Growth: SynËactic growËh refers to a language

userts acquisiËion of the syntactic properties of a language resulting

in the ability to produce and understand synËactic stluctures.

2. Syntactic Complexity: Syntactic complexíty reflects the

amount of subordinatíon or number of sentence-embedding transformations

in a sentence.

3. Kernel Sentence: A kernel sentence is a simple, basÍc

sentence containíng a single subject and a síngle finiÈe verb.

4. Deep Structure: Wardhaugh (19692L52) defines deep structure

as "the abstract strucËure posËulated as underlying a senLence' It con-

tains all the information necessary for the semantic interpretaEion of
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that sentence.tt A kernel sentence is an aspect

which represents the varíous acceptable strings

tional rules may be applied.

of

to

Ëhe deep structure

which transforma-

5. Surface SËructure: Surface structure refers to "the

relatíonshíps among words of an acËually observed sentence" (Iriardhaugh,

L969:160). The surface sLructure, generally, is made up of one or more

t.ransformations of Èhe deep sËrucËure.

6. Compound Sentence: A compound sentence contains two or

more sentences conjoined by a coordinate conjunction.

7. Cgmplex Sentence: A complex sentence coritains one or more

subordínated or embedded sentences.

8. Enbedding: Embedding refers to the inclusion of one sentence

in anoËher sentence. Structurally, an embedded sentence cannot stand

along sínce Ít is a subordinate constituenL of another senÈerice.

9. Deletion: DeleÈion refers Èo Èhe omission of certain words

such as those marking the beginníng of a clause, or omilting eommon

elements of sentences v¡hen one sentence is embedded in another sentence.

10, Transformation: From basic kernel sentences, variations

can b.e generated by moving or adding appropríate parts of speech.

11. Sentence:Expansion: Sentence-expansion ís the process of

combining two oï more simple sentences to form a compound sentence or

ernbedding one or more sentences Ín another sentence by means of trans-

formatíons to form a complex sentence.

12. Sentence-Reduction: Sentence-reductíon is the process of

reducing a compound or complex senLence to t\^ro or more simple sentences-

13. SErucÈural Cloze Test: For the purposes of this study, a
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stïucturaL eLoze test is one ín which every fifth v¡ord has been deleted

according to an "any word" procedure (Taylor, 1957; Trieaver, L977) -

L4. Lexical CLoze Test: For the purPoses of this study' a

lexical cloze test is one ín vrhich nouns (including pronouns), verbs

(íncluding auxilliaries), adjectives and adverbs have been deleted on

a predetermined basis.

Limitations of the Study

l. The investigaËion was limited to anaLyzíng data for fourth-

grade sËudenËs in two schools in one suburban school divísion and cannot

be generaLízed beyond this setting.

2. Due Èo Èime constraints imposed by the school divisíon, the

study consísted of only Ëen lessons over a five-week period.

3. MeasuremenË of the sËudentst performance r¡ras limited to the

accuracy and validiËy of the structural and lexicaL cLoze tesËs used as

measuring devíces.

4. The experimenter adminisÈered the tests and instructed the

experimental groups but did not insËruct the reference group. Experi-

menÈer bias cannot be ruled out.

Assumptions

The following assumptions I¡lere made:

1. That the pre- and posË-cloze tests used in the study were

equÍvalent in readabílity level and syntactic complexiLy.

2. That the effectiveness of the various treatments r¡/as

reflecËed by the students' performance on the post-test cloze scores'

3. That Ëhe students participating in Èhe study were
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representatíve of fourth-grade students in the school division ín which

the study was 
.conducted.

Overvievr of the SËudy

This study examined the effects of practíce in senÈence-reducËion

and senEence-expansion on subsequenË Beasures of fourth-grade studentst

reading comprehension.

Chapter t has stated the purpose of the study, discussed the

sígnificance of the problem, described Ëhe theoretical foundations for

the study, defined terms of importance Ëo the study and listed the lirni-

tations and assumptions of the study. The chapter concluded with an

overvievr of the study.

Chapter 2 v¡ill review literature and research related to the

study.

Chapter 3 v¡i11 present a descripÈíon of the pilot study, Ehe

sample, the design of the study and the research proeedures and mat.erials

used in Ëhe study.

Chapter 4 will present an analysis of Èhe data.

Chapter 5 r¡ill presenË a surnmary of the findings, conclusions

drav¡n from these fíndings, implicaÈions for educational practíce and

suggestions for furÈher research.
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REVIEI'I OF RELATED LITERATURE

The purpose of Ëhis sËudy \¡/as to investigate the effects of

practice in sentence manipulation, namely sentence-reduction and

sentence-expansion, on subsequent measures of fourth-grade studentsr

readíng comprehension. This chapter wÍll review, from a pedagogical

perspective, sËudies which aïe relevant to that purpose and deal with

the relaËíonship of synÈactíc structure to readíng comprehension. The

first section will present sËudies concerned with the language develop-

menE of sehool-aged children in speaking, wriËing and reading to províde

insight Ëo the continuing gïor¡/th of language compeËence during this

period. Next, Ehe discussion will center on the effects of various

language sÈructures on reading eomprehension and then studies dealing

with the effects of sentence-expansion and sentence-reduction practice

on reading comprehension are reported.

Language Development of School-aged Children in
Speaking, tr^Iriting, and Reading

Much research on the syntactic strucËure of language has focused

on oral language and beginning language acquisition. Studies taking a

Ëransformational-generat.íve perspecËíve such as Menyuk (1963) have sug-

gested an orderly developmenË of syntacti-c transformations and stages'

InvestigaËions of the oral and wriËten language of school-aged children

have produced evidence of continued syntactic growth in speaking and

$rriting as r¿el1 as developmental stages in syntacÈic growth (C. Chomsky,

L6
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L972; Loban, Lg76) throughout the school years. The possibiliXy oÍ a

relaËíonship between the dífferíng syntactic Patterns and the compre-

hension of writËen language (Strickland, L962: Ruddell, 1963) has led

to the idea that if ínstruction 1üere geared to enhance the synËactie

growth of children it might also improve Èheir reading comprehension'

The availabílity of units of analysis from modern Ëheories in structural

and Lransformational línguisËics has provoked interest in exploring the

effects of various syntactic structures upon the reading process'

The fírst major investigators to use a stÏuctural linguistic

approach to examine the relationship between reading and oral syntactic

faciliry were srrickland (Lg62), Ruddell (1963), and Loban (1963; L976).

Strickland anaLyzed the stïucture of chíldren's language in Ëhe second

Èhrough the sixth grade and compared it with the sEÏucËure of language

in the books used to Ëeach children to read. She did not measure the

readability of textbook material but raËher compared a descriptive ana-

lysis of the stlucture of the senterices used by children r¿íth t'he

structure of sentences in selecËed samples of texËbook natería1 for

the same grade level.

Strickland devised a neráI meÈhod of anaLyzing oral language

samples by using an apPïoximate sentence called a phonological unit'

The phonological unít was a unit of speech ending wiËh a distinct falling

inËonation which signaled a terminal point. Analysis of children's

language revealed that children at all grade levels used a wide range of

language patterns. Although there l/ere flo signíficant correlations

between childrents oral language patterns and reading achievement in the

primary grades, there r¡rere a few significant correlations betrveen these
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variables by Ëhe sixth grade. Superior readers used long sentences in

oral producËíon and more linguistíc paËterns'

Lobanrs (Lg76) longitudinal study of children's language and

Ëhe relatÍonshíps betr.reen speaking, listening, wríting and reading has

made a significant contributÍon to research on linguistic maturity'

Samples of children's language T,/eïe collected at regular intervals for

thiïteen years, frorn kindergarten through grade twelve.

The major purposes of Lobants investigation \^/ere to determine

the differences between those who use language effectively and those

who do not and to determine r+hether children's language follows predict-

able sequences. He f ound that the development of por¡Ier over language

varies among children and that ". linguistic rstagest are no moÏe

discrete, no more sudden, Ëhan the stages of physical growth ' '" buE

if primary school language development is compared Eo Ëhat of grades 7

Ëo 9 or grades l0 to 12 then ". the degree of development ís as

appaïent as physical growth" (p. s5). From combining his findings wíth

those of l^tatrs (1948), HunË (1965) and OlDonnell, Griffin and Norris

(1967), Loban (Lg76) was able to dravr up an age charË of sequence and

stages of language development (see Figure 2'1)'

In oral language there r¡ras a sEeady growth in the average number

of words per communication unit" the average number of dependent clauses

peï comaunication unit, and total elaboration of subject and predicate

duríng the elementary school years. In grades seven, eight, and nine

(and sometímes continuing into grade Èen) this growÈh slowed dor'¡n or

enËered a plateau which \Á7as usually follor+ed by greater velocity in

growth in senior high school.
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In written language there were plateaus and spurts in the growth

of the average number of words per conmunicatíon unít in the secondary

schools. The High group excelled on the average number of clauses per

cor¡munication unit from grade four to grade eighË while Ëhe Low and

Random groups accelerated at eighth grade. All groups showed rapid

growth in writing from grade nine to grade ten. In grade ten, eleven,

and twelve the Low and Random groups caught up to Èhe l{igh group in the

r^¡riËËen use of dependent clauses but the High group developed a more

sophisticaËed strategy of replacing dependent clauses vrith more effi-

cient subordination. The llígh group spurted ahead vrith increased

velocity in grade twelve.

Loban found that subjects proficient in oral language excelled

both in reading and in writËen language, Those who were superior in

language ín kindergarten and grade one excelled in reading and writíng

by the time they were in síxth grade. He found a positíve relationship

of success among the language arts.

Ilunr (1965) studied the written language of skilled adults and

school children in grades four, eight, and tr,¡elve to search for develop-

mental trends in the frequency of various gramaatical structures written

by students (Fígure 2.2). t{e introduced a nerü measurer the ttminimal

t.erminal unit" or T-unit, whích included one main clause plus all the

subordinate clauses attached to, or embedded within it, and used iL as

an Índex to determine syntactic maËurity'

Hunt found that as chíldren EaËured from grades four to twelve,

they \^rrote an increasing number of rvords per clause as well as more

clauses and more f¡rords per T-unit. The number of senËence-combíníng
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transformations also increased rvith age as children v/rote fewer T-units

per sentence. Sínce adults used a much greater number of transforma-

tions in combining and erabedding sentefices per clause and per T-unit'

IIunt concluded that Ehe increase in clause length was due to maturity.

In anoËher investigation, HunË (1970) sËudÍed the ability of

sËudents ín grades four, six, eight, Ëen' and Ëwelve and skilled adults

to use sentence-combining Ëransformatíons. The subjects were asked to

rervriËe a passage writËen in the form of extremely short kernel sen-

tences in order Ëo provide many opportunities for the use of sentence-

combining Ëransformations .

The findings of this study revealed that fourth-grade students

retained 31 of 32 kernels while sixth-graders reËained only 16. Eighth-

graders reËained 9 clauses and the adults retained 6. The process of

selecting main clauses became sharper during the eight school years

r,rith increasíng sense of which clauses deserve main clause status'

According to Hunt, "linguistic mat.urity consists chiefly in the abiliCy

to make many embedments per clause and wider variety of transformations"

(p. 36) .

OtDonnell, Gríffin and Norris (1967) used Hunt's T-uniË as one

of their measures of syntactic maturity for both the oral and written

language of children ín grades three, five, and seven. The language

samples consisted of children I s oral and r.rritten responses to two short

movie fi1ms, The findings were similar to those of Hunt, indicating

that as chíldren mature they are able to use more complex syntactic

structures. In wríting, subordínate clauses per T-unit as well as

T-uniË length increased wíth each grade level. The fíndings for oral
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language samples v¡ere símilar to those for written samples, wiËh the

number of T-units and the number of words per clause also increasing at

each grade level. Researchers investigaEíng the language growth of

chíldren in the primary grades have found rapid growth at this level

as rvel1 (Ciani, L976) .

Carol Chornsky (L972) studied 1ÍnguisËic competence in children

aged six to ten years \,Iith resPecË to certain complex aspects of English

syntax. She tested childrent s comprehension of nine complex strucËures

by eliciting information by direct inLerview. In al1 structures the

lisËener was required Èo fitl in a missíng item in order Eo understand

the senËence. The listener r¡ras given only the surface structure of the

senLence, requiring recreation of its underlying form. If a child had

not yet mastered the rules governing deletions from the underlying sur-

face strucËures, the vrrong ínterpretations vrould be made.

Chomsky found that children interpreted unfamiliar language

stïuctures in the same r¡ray as those familiar to them and that graunnatical

development proceeded frou simple to complex structules according to an

invariant sequence. Contrary Co previous assumptíons (Menyuk, L977 z9O)

her findings showed that syntactic development is not almost completed

by age five and that iË conËinues long after this age. In surveying

childrenrs reading background, Chomsky also found a strong correlation

be.tr¿een language development and reading experiences ( .05 level) .

It has been clearly demonstrated that grovith in syntactic ability

occurs in all areas of language development during the school years'

This ". . , reaLízation that syntax acquisition is not totally a pre-

school phenomenon has raised questions about its relationshíp to reading
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achievement thaË research has not satisfactorily answered" (Harrís, l-975).

The possibílíty that children may be at a level of syntactic develoPmenË

and compeËence that does not match the syntactic complexíty level of theír

reading materials may bear a relationshíp to their reading achievement.

Then one might ask: tr^Iould students benefit from instruction whieh pro-

moÈes an understandíng of syntactic structures found in their reading

Ëextbooks? Thís is a question which the pTesent sËudy attempts to examine.

Language SËructure and Readíng Comprehension

Ruddell (1963) studied the effect of oral and written patterns

of language structure on the reading comprehension of fourth-grade

students. Using Ëhe language patterns discovered by Stríckland, he

constructed six reading passages utilizing frequently used syntactic

patterns in the oral language of fourth-grade chÍldren. Ruddell found

a significant correlation (.68) betvreen high and low frequency patterns

of language sËructure and scores on reading comprehension. Following

the basic methodology oÍ Ruddell's study, Tatham (1970) confirmed these

findíngs, The reading comprehensíon of fourth-graders was significantly

greaÈer on materials conËaining language patterns that appear wíth a

hígh degree of frequency in their oral language.

Srnith (1971) conducted a study to determine whether syntactically

more complex structures increase readíng difficulty or whether all

children have the same syntactic skills and read material \,rritten at

different levels of syntactic maturity with equal facility, províded

vocabulary and content are held constant. The subjects were randomly

selected from each of the grades four through twelve and test instru-

ments were deríved from a transformational analysis of the daÈa from
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HunËts (1970) study. Fírst, the "Aluminum" passage \üas coristructed as

rewritËen by "typical" fourth-, eighth-, and twelfËh-graders and skilled

adults and then a cLoze exercise Ì^ras constructed in which every fifth

r¿ord was deleted. Srnith discovered that fourth-, fifth-, and sjxth-

grade studenËs find fourth-grade !,rriting easier to read than wríting

by more maËure studenËs but eleventh-grade students read fourÈh-grade

wriÈing with l-east facility. sËudents in grades eight through twelve

found eighËh-grade writing easier to read than either fourÈh-grade

wri¡ing or Ëhe more complex wríting of twelfth-graders or skilled adults-

Using Èhe same subjects, Smith (1973) extended thj-s study Ëhree

months afÈer the first experiment. From analysis of the studentst

written passages ín the first experiment, conversion Eables r¡rere con-

structed to allow the preparation of ner¡ passages representing Lhe same

levels of writing (fourth grade, eíghth grade, ÈwelfÈh grade and skilled

adult). Content and vocabulary were the same for all Passages. These

ne$r passages \¡/ere read by the subjects and Ëhe results \^Iere compared to

Ëhe previous study. There was a high correlation between the two sËudies

and the same Erends were observed. The results of Smithrs studies lend

support ro those of Ruddell (1963) and TaËham (1970) r,rhich seem to indi-

cate that a studentts productive language level roay determine the best

receptive level. Reading comprehension may be best when Ëhe otganíza-

tion of texËual materials matches the readerrs ov¡n level of language

development.

Using two samples of second-grade children, Nurss (1969) inves-

tígated the relatÍ-onship between oral reading errors and sentence

complexíty to deËermine whether more complex syntactic sLructures
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reÈard children's understandíng of sentences more frequently than less

complex sentences. The strucLural patterns in the reading Passage lrere

paËterns presenË in the subjectts oral language and the vocabulary vtas

limíËed to rnrords in their reading vocabularies. The sentences repre-

sented three levels of complexity as measured by Allenrs (L964) analysis

of sËruetural depÈh. An analysis of errors revealed signifícant effects

beyond the .05 level due Èo syntactic complexiËy for hesitations, self-

correction and total erïors. Sentences having high sÈrucËura1 depth

produced more oral errors indicating a possible relationship betT,reen the

number of oral reading erïors and Ëhe syntactic complexity of the sen-

tences.

In an experimenÈ using eye-movemenË phoËography, Froese, Braun,

and Neilsen (1975) photographed seventh-graders during silent reading

of three different passages. They found that the number of fixations

increased and readíng comprehension decreased on difficult selections.

Analysis of the linguistic composiEion of the reading passages revealed

little difference in the number of T-units per passage but there r'/as a

sharp i.ncrease in the number of sentence-combiníng transformations,

suggesting the possibiliLy of a relationship between linguistíc sËruc-

ture and reading comprehension.

Isakson and Miller (L976) studied fourth-grade students to

deËermine whether children of varying comprehension abilities also vary

in the degree to r,rhich they perceive synËactic and semantic relatíon-

ships. Readers having adequate word recognition ability but poor

comprehensíon were compared with students having both adequate word

recogniti.on ability and adequate comprehension. Sensitívity to senËence
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strucËure v/as determined by manipulating syntacÈic and semantíc agree-

ment between the main verb and other key parts of the senLence. An

increase in reading errors when violations of constraints rrrere encoun-

Lered indicated that good comprehenders were sensiËive to language

constrainËs r,rhile pooï comprehenders r^Iere not affecËed in their reading

errors by Ëhe presence of semantic and synÈactic violations. Since

this study compares Ëhe reading behavior of subjects who differ on

comprehension ability but not on word identifícaËion skil1, the inves-

tigators attribuËed the difference betvreen the tr^io groups Ëo Ëhe use

they made of language structure.

SËudíes such as the ones presented in this sectíon have firmly

established the opinion that there is a positive relationship between

Ëhe syntactic sËrucËure of written language and childrents comprehension

rvhen the text contains familiar language patterns. Reading materials

which conLain complex syntactic structures are more difficult for

children to comprehend.

Lansuase Structures which Children Find
Difficult to Comprehend

A number of researchers have aËtempted to determine the types

of language structures which children find diffícult. BormuËh, Manning,

Carr, and Pearson (1970) examined fourth-grade childrents literal

comprehension of between-and-wiÈhin sentence structures in passages

written at or below a grade four level. They constructed four question

Ëypes to test comprehension skÍll in responding Ëo questions which

delefe one of the ímmediate. constituents of a s;mtactic structure' The

followíng types Ì.Ieïe examined: (1) a sirnple rote question (e'g' "Who
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ïode the steed?"); (2) a quesËion that included one transformation

(e.g. "By whom was the steed ridden?"); (3) a simple question involving

a semantic subsËitute for one of the words in the fírst questíon tyPe

(e.g. "tr,Iho rode the horse?"); and (4) a compound quesËion that included

a semanËíc substitute as well as one tïansformation (e.g. "By whom was

the horse ridden?"). Questions which children found most difficult r¿ere

compound quesËions and transformed paraphrase questions. The most

startling resulË for the invesËigators \^/as that a large proportion of

ctrildren r¡/ere unable Ëo demonsËrate comprehension of the most basic

Syntactic sLructures. The varíation between questions measuríng dÍf-

ferent skills was significantly greater than the variation between items

measuring the same skill. Since t.he sÈructures and question types dif-

fered significantly in difficulÈy, the researchers considered this as

evidence thaË many of these skills are also hierarchically related '

Using third- and fourth-grade students, Lesgold (L974) conducted

a study similar to that of Borrnuth et al in an attempt to replícate the

order for anaphoric forms. Lesgold elicited oral responses rather than

r¡r-ritten ïesponses and controlled the number of semantically plausible

ansr,¡ers for each passage. The subjects in Bormuthts study comprehended

Some forms better than those in Lesgoldts study and vice versa' These

order differences led Lesgold Ëo conclude that the diffieulty ordering

of synËactic strucLures is not stable and Èhat more control of semantic

factors ís required before ít is possible to fínd measures of "pure"

synËax abí1ity. Bormuth used a free response format while Lesgold con-

sËructed a multiple choice task. The radically dífferent orderings of

the anaphoric forms obtained by the two sÈudies may suggesË that vrhen
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sentence complexity is not held constanL, it may affect the observed

dj-fficulty of these forms.

Robertson (1966) analyzed sentences in several fourth-, fifth-

and sixth-grade basal readers and then construcËed a 15O-item multiple

choice ConnecËives Reading Test to Ëest the grammatical usage of seven-

Ëeen subordinating and coordinatíng connectíves among children in

grades four through six. Distractors vlere constructed aecording to

three caÈegories: (1) semantically correct but incorporating a gratnma-

tíca1 error; (2) a clause expressing a situation incongruent with the

sËem; and (3) a clause predícated on the use of an entirely different

connective from the one being tesLed. The total group score on the

Ëest rrras 577" f.or grade four, 667" fot grade five, and 757. for grade six

with grammaËica1 erïors forming the largesË category. It appeared that

sËudents who chose the distractor undersËood the meaning but may noË

have noticed the granrnaLical error. Indications are thaL childrenrs

understanding of corlnectives maËures gradually Ëhroughout the school

years, but it is not clear vrheËher this understanding is syntactic or

semanËic or both.

stoodt (Lg72) explored the relationship between fourth-grade

studentst understanding of grammatical conjunctions and reading comPre-

hension. She designed a multiple=choice Comprehension of Conjunctions

TesL assessing many of the conjunctions tested by Robertson, to inves-

tigate the relationship between readíng comprehension and comprehensíon

of conjrrncËions. Stoodtts results correlated highly with data from the

Stanford Achievement Test Ín reading and with mental ability as measured

by The Pinter Mentpl Ability TesÈ, but the order of difficulty which
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Stoodt found differed from Robertsonrs. Stoodtts Comprehensíon of

ConnecËives Test appears to be a vocabulary definition ËesÈ rather than

a test of understanding the grammatical function of conjunctíons' This

assumption r^ras also supporÈed by the high correlations v¡ith a Ëradi-

tional reading test such as the Stanford Achievement TesË, since word

knowledge is an important aspect of measurement in these tests (Simons,

1970). The granmatical knor¿ledge of conjuncËíons may not have been

tapped in stoodtts test and may accourì.t for some of the differences

between her fíndings and those of Robertson. Understandíng the voca-

bulary meaning of a conjuncÈion may not be equivalent to the grammaËical

knowledge of the relationship signalled by a conjuncËíon.

sauer (1970) investígated the relation betr,reen a knowledge of

gramnatical structure and reading comprehension of fourth-grade children

by testing their ability to Ëranslate four basic sentence paËÈeÏns from

a nonsense language ínto Englísh. Using Loban's (1963) delineation of

basic sentence paËterns, the following content patterns were used in the

test sentences: (1) Noun-Verb i Q) Noun-linking Verb-linking Verb-

complement (noun, adjective, adverb); (3) Noun-Verb-Object; and (4) Noun-

verb-Indírect object-Dírect object or Noun-Verb-Object complemenE'

Translation of the nonsense language patterns into English sentences

required Lhe children to demonstrate sensitivity to the elements of word

order and word form, to use these signals to assess Ëhe relationships of

sentence parts, and to synthesize this information ínto total sefitence

meaning.

The most difficult language pattern for the children was pat-

tern 4 (above.). These findings are supported by those of strickland
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(1962) and Loban (L963t L976), who found that paËterns l and 3 r./ere most

corunoniy used by children and that patteïns 2 and 4 were typical only of

more sophisticated language users. Sauer's results also suggested the

following sequence of sÈructural complexity levels of senËences, from

easiest Ëo most dÍffÍcult to Ëranslate: (1) senterices containing single

words in pattern slots; (2) sentences \,/ith Phrases in sentence slots;

and (3) sentences conËaining clauses. These fíndings are in agreemenË

wiËh those of Hunr (L970) and O'Donnell eE al (L967) who concluded that

sophisËicatíon in language use is evidenced by the use of phrases or

clauses to increase Ëhe information 10ad of sentences.

The difficulty with which school children comprehend anaphoric

forms has been demonstrated in studies by Bormuth et a1 (1970) and

Lesgold (Lg74). Therefore, the frequency with which anaphora occur in

primary and intermediate texts led Richek (f976a) to believe that a gaP

might exíst between childrents abilities Ëo comprehend and the demands

of the school curriculum. She suggested two possible solutions to the

problem: either improvíng the linguisËic abilities of children or maní-

pulating reading materials Ëo match childrenrs skills'

using third-grade children as subjects, Richek explored the

latter mathod Ëhrough use of paraphrase alterations. Tvro third-grade

readerS \^Iere surveyed and SenÈences used in the study \47ere Sentences

actually found in one of the readers or adapËed. Three anaphoric forms

(noun, pronounandnull) were inserted into conjoined seritences containing

twO independenË clauses joined by a connective. Four complexity vari-

ables r¿ere also incorporated into the experiment: kernels (zero or two) ;

length (short or long); para1le1ísrn (paral1el or swítched) and question
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(questioning of subjecË or non-subject). Children found the noun forms

easiesË, pïonoun forms next most comprehensible and nulI forms least

comprehensible. Of the four complexity factors, only the quesËion

variable significanËly affected difficulty. Post hoc analysis of some

of the data revealed that noun comPlements and sentences containing

relat.ive clauses correlated positively with errors at Ëhe '05 level'

These findings indícate that school-aged chíldren do not have complete

mastery in comprehendíng the synËactic structures of their readíng

materials (such as those tested in this study).

Guthrie (1973) investigated to !ùhat exËent syntactic cues are

used differently by good and poor readers in silenË reading and whether

different form classes \üere comprehended with different degrees of

profíciency. The subjecËs ranged ín age from seven to ten years. In

each reading passage Ëhere \^rere four categories of slots for form

classes: noun, verb, urodifier and function. Students comprehended form

classes with equal levels of proficiency, but Ëhe number of occurrences

of synËacÈic responses \"ras lower for nouns and modifiers (p < .01) and

the number of lexícal responses vlas higher (p < .05). These results led

Guthrie to believe Ëhat the comprehension of verbs and funcÈion r'¡ords in

silent reading were determined by syntactic cues, while the comprehen-

sion of nouns and modifiers were determíned by semantic cues.

In summary, some of the language structuÏes which investigators

have found to be difficult for chíldren in the elementary grades include

the following: (1) translating the noun-verb indirect object-direct

object or nouït-verb object-complement language patterns (Strickland,

L962; Loban, 1963; O'Donnell, Griffin and Norris, 1967; Sauer, 1970);
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(2) conprehending transformed questíons (BormuËh et al, 1970); (3) under-

standing some connectives--syntactically, semanËically or both (RoberËson'

1966; Stoodt , Lg72); (4) compïehending anaphoric forms (Bormuth et al'

1970 Lesgold, L974; Richek, L976a); (5) undersËanding relative clauses

and noun complenenËs (nichek, L976a); and (6) using synÈactic cues in

comprehending verbs and function words (Guthrie, L973>.

TransformaËions, Deep Structures and Surface
Structures of SenËences, and

Readíng Comprehension

In 1966, Hunt sÈated:

Little by litt1e the evídence piles up that the reductíon and

consolidation of many clauses into one is ultimately related to
syntâctic growth both in writíng and in reading. If writers
must build up clauses, then readers musË break them down. A

whole nev7 range of applícations is opened up for approaching
reading difficulty (p. 739).

Since that Ëime, Ehere has been considerable research concerning the

"breaking dou¡n" of complex language structures.

Studies using a transformational-generative model of grammar

have shown the importance of deep stïucture in sentence recall. Mehler

(f963) studied the recall of Engl-ísh sentences amorlg college students.

The subjecËs had a tendency to simplify syntactic strucLures and to omit

or apply transformations. He concluded that in recalling a seritence

subjects anal-yze iË synLactícally and encode ít as a kernel sentence

plus appropriate transformations rather than repeating it verbatím.

BlumenrhaL (L967) studied the reca1l of turo sentence types

having similar surface structures but different final nouns which had

different graumatical functíons noË evident from Ëhe surface structure.

He found a significant difference in reca1l when the final rloun \¡ras
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given as a cue, leading him to conclude thaE recall differences corres-

ponded to the differences in the underlying deep structures of the

sentences.

Simons (1970) studied the relationship between chÍldren's skil1

at recovering the deep strucÈure of sentences and reading comprehension

by constructing and administering the Deep Structure Recovery Test to

fif¡h-grad.ers. First, Simons studied the relevance of deep sLructure

to reading comprehension and then' he studied the lexical analysis

strategy for recovery of deep structure and its relation to readíng

comprehension. The lexical analysis strategy involved the analysis of

the main verb of a sentence to determine the deep strucËures wíEh l¿hich

it is compatible. The scores from the DSRT rüere correlated ruith the

scores from a cLoze tesË and a traditional comprehension Ëest ' the

reading subtesË of the MetropolitSn Achievement Test'

símons found that recovery of deep structure' as measured by

the DSRT, r^ras an ímportant aspecË of reading comprehension. He found

it to be more importanÈ to Lhe cLoze t.est than to the MAT' The cloze

Ëest and the MAT appeared to be measuríng different skills. Simons

believed it reasonable to infer that recovery of deep structure r¡las

a necessary minimuu to recover meaning in the cloze test since the

blanks force one to predíct meaning ¡.¡hile such prediction may not be

involved in a tradiËional rnultiple-choice comprehension test' Skill

at making a lexical analysis of the main verb as a strategy for re-

coveríng deep structure was only slightly related to comprehension.

Thus, $imonsi attempt to replicate Fodor, Garrett and Bever (1968) was

unsuccessful, which 1ed him to belie-ve that his measuring instrument
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\¡ras not sensitive enough to pick up the differences ín processing.

Fodor, Garïett and Bever (1968) had demonstrated that sentences

containing verbs that can take either a complement or transiEive deep

stïucture are moïe difficult than sentences containing a maín verb that

can take only a transitíve deep stïuctuÏe. The subjects' performance

r,nras sËïongly dependent on the naËure of Ëheir assumptions concerning

the relatÍonship of Ëhe verb to Ëhe rest of the sentence, leading the

experimenters to state: "It appears that the exploitation of fhe lexical

analysis of the main verb of a sentence is a central heuristic in the

stïategy as used to recover its deep structure" (p' 459)'

Fagan (Lg7L) attempted to determíne if the reading comprehension

of fourth-, fifËh- and sixth-graders was affected by the number and

t.ypes of transforrnations found in Èheír reading materials' A cloze pro-

cedure was used to test subjects on a number of passages taken from

Ëhree fourth-grade basal readers which had previously been analyzed to

determíne Ëhe types of sentence transformations. Every story was written

in four dÍfferent forms, each conËaining tTrenty transformations' The

major types of transformat.ions were embedding, conjoining, deletion, and

símple transformaËj.ons. SËructures whích children found most difficult

ú/ere apposi¿ives, ing-nominalizations, genetive pronouns, deletions, and

negatives. Fagan also found that ernbedding and deletion transformations

tended to make sentences and passages more difficult'

Marcus (fg7f) developed A Test of Sentence Meaning utilizing the

theory of transformational-generatíve grammar to factor sentences into

theír underlying kernels and Ëo compare transformations with equivalent

meanings. He Ëested studenËs ín grades five through eight to diagnose
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specific difficulties with basic syntactic structures. This Ëest was

similar to Simonst Deep Structure Recovery Test but had more variety and

designated what strucËures \¡Iere being tested. Marcus used two basic

types of item format ín his study. One measured the studentst knowledge

of transformations that gave equivalent meanings and one measured the

studentsr knowledge of kernel senterices wiLhin subordinate or coordinate

consËructions. The sÈudents displayed a wide range of abilities in

recognizing senÈence transformations with equivalent meanings and kernel

sentences of larger sentences. Eighty-síx percent of the responses \Á7ere

correct on items of the easiest structure (eliptical structures of

coordination) while only 46 pereent of the responses were correct on

items of Èhe nost difficulË sËructure (prepositíonal phrase modifiers) '

An interrupti.on of the subjecÈ-verb-objecË sequence by a relative clause

in complex sentences caused more difficulty than if the sequence $Ias

not inËerruPted bY a clause-

Takahashi (Lg15) studied students' comprehension of written

synËacÈic structures using Ëhe Nelson Reading Test and Marcust A Test

of Sentence Meaning, as test instruments. The subjects T/üere slow and

good ninth-graders and average sixth-graders. The most difficult

sËrucÈures for all three groups !ìiere preposiËional phrase modifiers

and sentences cofttaining a combínation of structures' Sixth-graders and

slow ninth-graders experienced difficulty wiLh relative clauses' pronoun

reference, complex structures contaíning two relative clauses, the use

of a clause as a part of speech, and transformations of nominalizations

into active verbs.

In comparing sixth-graders with ninth-grade good readers, there
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hras ipprovemenÈ over Èhe gïades as Marcus (1971) and Richek (L976a) found

in their studies. Takahashíts study also supporËed the results of other

sËudíes in finding Èhat students had dífficulty v¡hen the subject-verb-

dírect object sequence was ínterrupted by a clause or preposiEional

phrase. Sauer (1970), Richek (I976a), and Fagan (1971) also found that

nominalizations, deletions, and embedding made sentences more difficult.

WrighË (L969) found that answering questions abouË nouns in a

passive senËence vras more difficult only when the questions v¡ere active,

not passive. The task was easier ín a "match" situation where both

staÈement and question were either active or passive rather than in a

ttmismatchtt situation where one \¡Ias passive and one active.

LayÈon and Simpson (1975) designed an experiment to ínvestigate

r,¡hether thís maËch-mísmatch situatíon would be observed when the Ëask

was made rnore difficult by increasing the demands on memory and rvhether

subjects would then be unable Ëo reËain surface information and be

forced Ëo translate the deep strucËure representation. The subjects

were students between the ages of 19 and 25 years of age. Findings

revealed Ëhat rr¡hen memory load was light, subjects \"rere able to remember

the sentences in their surface structure for¡n but when required to re-

tain more Í-nformation, the subjects r'/ere forced Eo encode the sentences

j-nËo their deep sÈructure representations. The decoding of passive

questions became progressíve1y more difficult as Ëhe number of sentences

to be remembered increased.

Richek (1976b) studied the effects of sentence complexíty on the

comprehension of specific syntactic structures of third-, fourth-, and

fLfth-grade children, using Ëhe synËactíc structures suggested by Chomsky
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(Lg72). The resulrs of Chomsky's study indícated that mastery of the

MinÍmum Dístance Prínciple (Rosenbaum, L967) was incomplete in fíve to

ten year olds. The MDP states that the subject of a subordinated com-

plement clause is the noun referent vrhich most nearly precedes that

clause. For example, ín the sentence John Persuaded Mary to dríve the

Er, it is Mary who drives the car. In Chomsky's study comprehension

was demonstrated orally while Richek investígated silenE reading com-

prehension, examiníng subject identifícatíon of subordinate clauses

which either conformed to or violaLed the MDP conditions.

The results of Richekts experiment confirmed Chomsky's findings

and extended previous work by demonstrating this phenomenon in a reading

context in which children were free to reínspect línguistic stinuli.

Like tufarcus (1971) and Takaashi (1975), Richek found performance to be

hampered when sentential relationships were interrupted by the insertion

of a relative clause. Since the physical separation by a relative

clause did not markedly affect performance in the conforming MDP struc-

rures, Richek concluded that the dífficulty of the MDP-violatíng struc-

tures r,üas caused by the intervening noun. According to Richek, the

results of her exPelimenÈ show ". that performance within a given

set of linguístic coristraints is variable and dependent on the context

of the linguistic structure." Her findings strongly suggest that

researchers should consider the sentence context of linguistic variables

when ínvestigating linguistic matuïity and that authors and educators

should be aware of the difficultíes which children encounter \ùhen

several difficult sËructures are combined in one sentence.

It would appear from the foregoing research that: (1) the
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recovery of the deep structures of sentences is related to reading

comprehension; (2) children find many transformations such as embedding'

conjoining, deletions, passives, negaEives, nominalizations, genetive

pronouns and apposítives difficulË; (3) transformations in vrhich the

subject-verb-object sequence is interrupted cause difficulty in com-

prehension for many children; (4) a mísmatch between acËive sËatemerits

and passive questions or vice versa makes comprehensíon difficult for

some children; and (5) when the memory load becomes heavy it is diffi-

cult to remember the surface structure of senterices, forcing encoding

into deep structure representaËions.

The EffecË of Practice in Syntactic Manipulation
on Reading Comprehension

The posiËive relaËionship of success among speaking, listening,

reading, and writing (Loban, L976) suggests the theoretical plausíbilíty

that growth in one area may be reflected in other areas (Stotsky, L975).

This thinking has induced invesËigators to develop instructional proce-

dures aimed at promoting children's understanding of various syntactic

structures in written language. Studies such as those of Miller and

Ney (1968), l4ellon (L969), and O'Hare (1970) r^rhich have shor,m that

exercises in combiníng and embedding kernel senËences into a single

sentence have sígnificanÈ positive effects in increasíng syntactic

fluency in childrenrs writíng, have instigated research into the pos-

sibílity that these exercises might also improve reading comPrehensíon.

On the other hand, Simonst (1970) demonstration that there is a relation

between childrents ski1l at recovering the deep structure of sentences

and their reading comprehension ski11 has prompËed inquiry inËo the
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effect of reversing the sentence-combining Process to seParate a complex

sentence into the kernel sentences from v¡hích it was composed. Following

his study, Fagan (f97f) and Pflaum (1974) suggested such a procedure of

sentence analysis. Since that time a few researchers have also investi-

gated the effect of ínstruction in senËence-reduction practice (separating

complex senterices into kernel sentences) on reading comprehension'

Sent.ence-Combining and Reading Comprehension

Sentence:cornbining instrucËional programs are based on Chomskyrs

(1965) theory of transformational--generative grammar. A1l sentences are

eiÈher kernel sentences or transformaÈions of kernel senËences.

OfDonnell (1967) has described three major categories of lransformaËíons:

(1) those that provide for the combination of elements as when pasË

tense * verb is converted Ëo verb * past tense (ed * r'¡alk is converted

to walk + ed) t (Ð those that convert a kernel sentence into another

sentence type such as passive, imperative, inËerrogative or negative;

and. (3) those v¡hich join strings or embed one string in another string'

In order to perform such sentence-combining transformations on kernel

Sente-nces, it may be necessary to move around constituents in a sentence'

oï Lo delete, substitute or expand cerÈain Parts of sentences.

Among the first to investigate the effect of a writing program

on reading comprehension was crews (1971). She developed a year-long

experimental program for fourth-graders to practice manipulating syn-

tactic structures but did not specify the amount of actual wriËing

practice. In wríËing, the experimental group showed a greaEer variety

in sËructure over Ëhe controls (p < .001) but gains in readíng, âs
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favored the control group at less Ëhan Èhe.01 level. According to

Ëhese results, sËudying English sentence structure had not conËribuËed

to skill in readíng comprehension.

Shockley (L974) tested Ëhe effect of a Èwelve-week course in

senÈence-combining exercises on the reading comprehension of seventh-

grade students with average I.Q.ts and a reading level one grade below

seventh grade norms. There were significant increases in mean scores

for boËh experimental and control groups but no significant dífferences

between the two groups. Shockley concluded: "Training in syntax díd

not affect Èhe ability to identify related synËactic sËructures. Syn-

tactic stïucËure Ërainíng materials r{ere as effective as traditional

Ëechniques for improving reading comprehension."

Hughes (1975) ínvesËígated the effect of ten weeksr practice

in sentence-combining on fourth-grade sËudenÈs' readíng comprehension.

The experimental group made large gains in r¿riting fluency but in

reading comprehension gains \¡rere not significant as measured eiEher by

the cloze test or two subtesËs of the Gates-MacGínitie Reading Test.

However, there were significant differences on the Miscue Inventory

grammatical strength test suggesLing that sentence-combinÍng training

may have some effect on linguistíc or syntacËic sompetence in processing

language. Ilughes hypothesized that ". sentence-combíning removed

syntacËic roadblocks in reading comprehension, but that Ëhis removal did

not always result in increased comprehension." Another interestíng

finding was that greatest gains in reading comprehension were made by

the lewer and middle groups of readers indicaLing a close link between
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a studenËrs reading 1eve1 and his/her syntactic maturity level.

using the basic transformations practiced by o'I{are's (1970)

students, Combs (1975) devised experimental lessons in sentence-

combining for seventh-graders. He investigated Ëhe relationship

between senÈence-combining ability and boÈh writing and readíng skills-

Several methods of presentaÈion r¡lere used with about one-quarter of

Ëhe lessons compleËed orally. In writing, Progress of the experimental

grotlp was significant at the .001 level for words per T-uniË but about

half this gain was eroded after eíght weeks following treatment. Pre-

and post-tests with the Gates Ì,facGinítie Reading Test revealed signifi-

cant gains in reading rate for both experimenLal and control groups

buË there t¡/as no growth for either grouP in reading comprehension'

Combs also administered experimenËer-constructed cLoze tests. Two

passages rn¡ere rrrritten at levels of syntactic maturity and readability

jusL above the subjectst productive level and two passages vrere consid-

erably above theír productive leve1. Again, there r^ras no difference

beËween the groups in reading rate buÈ the experímental group was sig-

níficantly superior (p < .05) to the control grouP in reading comprehen-

sion, showing that seventh:grade students could improve their reading

comprehension wiÈh sentence-combining exercises. Combs hirnself found

Ëhe results raËher confusing but encouraging.

using third-grade students, Levine (1976) taught 96 lessons in

senËence-combíning to determine whether instruction in manipulating

grarnmaÈical structures is related to reading comprehension and to written

composition and whether ít is a linguistic skill couìmon to both reading

and writing. In writing, there vrere significant differences in the
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numbeï of cortrtrunication units and the ratío of subordinate clauses to

the total number of clauses for the experímental group. In reading

comprehensíon there tzere sígnificant differences for the experímental

group as measured by a standardLzed reading Ëest buË not on a teacher-

constructed cLoze test. These resulËs are somer¡rhaË conËradictory Ëo

other sËudies where cLoze ËesËS have proven Ëo be a more sensitive

measure of the effecË of sentence-combining practice on reading com-

prehension (Combs, L975).

Klassen (L976) sËudied the effect of sentence-combining instruc-

tion on immigrant students at the secondary level. I{is experiment shor¿ed

that syntactic development of ESL (English Second Language) students can

be hastened and enhanced by sentence-combining exercises. In wriËing'

experimental subjecËs r,rere signifÍcantly superior in mean T-unit length

oveï nßatched-pair control subjects and made impressive strides in catchíng

up with naËive-speaking peers (gaining four years in r^rritten language

growËh). In reading comprehension, the mean scores of the experimenËal

group exceeded those of the conËrol group on cloze passages but the dif-

ference was not significant. However, Ëhe differences in the mean

scores díd supporÈ the speculatíon that the experimental subjects were

moving towards greater proficiency in reading than the controls.

Straw (1978) invesLigated the effect of instruction in sentence-

eornbining on the reading comprehension of fourth grade students. The

subjects received one lesson each day for fifteen days. There T¡ras no

signíficant effect for insÈruction as indicated by post-test scores on

the Nelson Reading Skills, Test. But on experimenter-consEructed cloze

Ëest passages, wrítten at three levels of complexity. reading
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comprehension scoïes for subjects receiving sefltence-combining instruc-

tion were significantly better (p < .0f) than for those following a

textbook approach to reading.

Kurushima (L979) studÍed the effect of eighL sentence-combíning

lessons on written composítíon and readíng comprehension of third-grade

sËudents. An analysis of scores obtaíned on experimenter-consÈructed

cloze tests written aÈ Ëhree levels of syntact.ic complexity showed thaË

performance of the experimenÈal group was signifícanCly superior to

Ëhat of the control group on the reading passage PL+4 in which com-

plexity level was above Ëheír producËive 1evel. The sentence-combining

Ëïeatment had no significant effect. on mean T-uniË length in the subjecÈs'

rvritten compositions, a somewhat puzzLing outcome' which is contrary to

the findings of mosË other studies (Combs, L975; Klassen, L976; Levine,

L976; eËc.).

The significant positive effects of practíce ín senËence-combining

on students t writËen compositions has been well established by the many

studies thaË have reported this finding. lulore recently, these results

have instigated the publication of programs and textual materials which

utilize sentence cornbining as an instructional method (Strong, I973:

OrHare, Lg75; Daiker, Kerek and Morenberg, L979; Rippon and Meyers,

LgTg). One Canadian basal reading series (Starting Points in Language

Arts, Ginn and Company, L977) introduces sentence-combiníng activitíes

as early as second grade. BuË the hypothesis that sentence-combining

pracËice will have Ëhe same effect on reading comprehension i-s incon-

clusive, as rìoted in the variecl findings of the studies which have been

reported. !ühat has become clear is that standardized tests of readíng
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comprehension do not seem Eo be adequate measufes of syntactic growth Ín

reading. Treatment effects appear to be more accurately measured by

various experimenter-constructed tesËs. ". Further work is needed

to línk reading improvemenÈ more securely Ëo sentence-combinÍng" (Graves,

L977 2456) .

Sentence-ReducËion and Reading Comprehension

Although educators and researchers have suggested that practíce

in reducing compound and complex sentences to kernel sentences may in-

crease studentsr reading comprehension (Fagan, L97L; Pflaum, L974;

o'Donnell and King, Lg74; Hunt , Ig77), few have investigaEed this pos-

sibility.

Sredman (1971) srudied the effect of the llunt and OrDonnel1

(1970) curriculum on the reading comprehension of fourth-grade students '

The curriculum covered seventeen sentence-combining transformations and

included many mulËi-sentence embeddings. The subjects not only combined

sentences as is done (hypothetically) in r¿riting and speaking but also

broke Èhem back dornm as ís done (hypothetically) in reading and listening"

sËedman designed two cloze tests (Reading strucÊure Tests) in which words

Ëhat contribute heavily to structural meaning (prepositions, conjunctions'

modals, relative and interrOgative pronouns' articles and adverbs) ruere

de.leted. tle found a significant difference (p < .05) betv¿een the means

of the experimental and control groups on these tesÈs but when the races

rüere considered separately the gain for black experimental subjecËs I^Ias

significanE at the .01 leve1 while the gain for white experimental sub-

jects ü/as not significant. stedman hypoËhesized that Ëhe black subjects

Baíned fforn the curriculum, a reading comprehension of slmtactíc structures
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which the whíte subjects already possessed, but the black subjects had

previously not understood, possibly because of a deprived linguístic

environment.

Fisher (I973> investigated the effect of sentence-coubining

exercises on Èhe reading and writing of sÈudents in grades five, seven

and nine. For pre- and post-tests, the subjects re-\,irrote paragraphs

consisting of kernel sentences and completed both standatdízed reading

tests and cloze comprehensíon tests. The lessons r¡Iere conducËed daily

for five weeks. SenËence decomposítion (sentence-reduction) was also

taught towards Lhe end of Lhis time. The experimental sÈudents were

sígnificantly higher on rrrriËing outpuË and maturity but on reading com-

prehension, only the fifth-grade experimental studenËs showed significant

gains over the controls. In this sËudy, the mixed results for reading

comprehension leave many unans\¡rered questíons.

O'Donnell and King (I974) conducted a study to determine whether

children who lacked skill in recovering the deep sËructure of sentences

could be aided in developing Ëhis skitl and whether increased skill in

recoveríng deep structure would be accompanied by inprovement in readíng

comprehension. The subjects were 50 seventh-grade students' nost of

r*rhom were below the tt¡entieth percentile in reading conprehension. The

experimenters used a technique combining sentenee analysis and resynthesís'

Their rationale for combining the two techniques arose from Simonsf (1970)

demonstration that there is a relation between childrents skill at recov-

ering the deep structure of sentences and their reading comprehensíon

skil-l and rhe srudies by l"lellon (1966) and O'Hare (1971) which shovred

that exercíses requiring synthesis of lcernel strucLures resulted in
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greaEer synËactic fluency in children's ruriting'

The subjects broke dovm sentences ínto consËituent kernels and

then recombined thern Ëo produce dífferent surface strucLures' Identical

forms of Símons' (1970) Deep Structure RecoverY Test (DSRT) (with 15

additional iËems composed by the investigators) and the cLoze tests used

by Simons (f970) were used as pïe- and post-tests. Different forms of

the CalÍfornía Test of Basic Skills were used to measure reading compre-

hension. The results of thís experiment indicated that skill at recov-

ering deep structure as measured by the DSRT l,7as not significant' The

experimenters found that cloze abilities tended to influence both DSRT

and reading comprehension test abilities. However, in the experimental

gïoup, Ëhe direction of this influence was negatíve. OrDonnell and King

attributed this failure t.o the low morale of Ëhe students, hostility

toward school activities, poor motívation, and the possibility that Lhe

students did not possess Ëhe prerequísítes for profiting from instruction'

They suggest Ëhat the study be replÍcated wiËh groups of children more

representative of the population and Ehat the abilities measured by cloze

tests be isolated.

In his l97B study, Strar,r also Ínvestígated the effect of senterlce-

reducËion on fourth-graderst reading comprehension. Scores obtained on

Èhe Nelson Reading Skílls Test and experimenter-constructed cloze tests,

written at Ëhree levels of syntactic complexity' I'¡ere used to measure

gains in reading comprehension. Subjects ín the sentence-reduction group

performed significantly better (p < .05) on the cLoze tests than subjects

follor,ring the textbook approach but they díd not differ signíficantly

from subjecÈs receiving Ëhe sentence-combining, treatment. Straw stated,
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,,From the results of the study, it cannot be concluded Ëhat any one level

of t.reatment included in the study had an effect on student abilities to

comprehend more complex syntax than any of the other levels" (p' 1f0) '

Research regarding the effect of senÈence-reducËion practice on

reading comprehension ís not clear and requires fur¡her study before any

conclusions can be drarnm as to the effectiveness of this ínstruction'

Of Èhe studies reporËed here, only that of Straw (1978) has isolaËed

sentence-reduction practice for investígation. The other studies have

investígated some eombination of the effects of both sentence-expansion

(sentence-co¡abining) and sentence-reductíon practíce on reading compre-

hension. In a search of the literature, no other studies of the effects

of sentence-reducËion practice on reading comprehension could be found'

Summary

A review of the literature has revealed that Èhe linguistic

compeÈence of children continues to develop throughout the school years

in all areas of the language arts and that there is an intercorrelation

between speakíng, listening, readíng, and writing (Loban, L963; L976).

School children have not completely mastered all Ëhe syntactic structures

of their language in these areas, and as a result they find some sentence

structures difficult to comprehend in reading. Researchers have found

that these difficulË structures often aPpear in the instructional mat-

eríals used to teach children to read, leading them to believe that there

may be a gap betr¿een childrents comprehension ability and the materíals

of Èhe school curriculum. Although some ínvestigators suggest that

reading maËerials may need to be controlled to more closely reflect the
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structures used by children in theír oral and writt.en language (e.g.

Ruddell , L965; Tatham, 1968; Sauer, L970; Surith, L97L; Richek, L976a),

educators such as StoËsky (L975) and Pflauu (1974) do not feel

". that all difficult structures should be e1íminated from v¡ritten

materíals since readíng is a major source for language gro!üth; ít is

siurply ÈhaÈ we should presenË ways for understanding them" (Pflaum, p. 13).

TnvestigaËions into the effecEs of deep structures and surface

sËructures of sentences indícate that skí11 at recovering the deep struc-

ture of sentences may be related to reading comprehension. HunE (1977 z

102) states: "There is . evidence Ëhat curricula already known can

enhance syntactic maturity and perhaps assisL reading comprehension.

One might reasonably hope that a period of rich and varied curricular

experimenËation would no$r conmence." Researchers (such as OtHare, L97I:

Fagan, L971; O'Donnell and King, L974) have expressed the need for fur-

Ëher research in t\,/o areas: (f) the effect of instruction in sentence-

combíning (sentence-expansion) on reading comprehension, and (2) the

effect of instruction in sentence-reduction (recovery of the deep struc-

ture of senËences) on reading comprehension. Fevr investigators have

studied the effects of sentence-reduction practice on reading compre-

hension while the studíes of sentence-courbining practice on reading

comprehension have been inconclusive, invitíng further research (Stotsky,

L975; Graves, L977).

The purpose of this present study is to examine the effects of

practice in sentence-reducËion, sentence-expansion, and a combination

of both senËence-reduction and senËence-expansion on the rea<iing com-

prehension of fourth-grade students.



ChapËer 3

DESIGN AND PROCEDIIRES

The purpose of this study r¡ras to examine Ëhe effects of practice

in sentence-reduction, senËence-expansion, and a combínation of practice

in both sentence-reducÈion and sentence-expansion on the reading compre-

hension of fourth-graders. Four general quesËions were posed:

1. T/lill practice in sentence-reduction (finding the kernel

sentences in compound or complex senËences) have an effect on the reading

comprehension of fourth-grade studenÈs r¡/íÈhin hígh, middle, and 1ow ability

groups based on strucËural and lexical cLoze tests?

2, lüi1l practice in sentence-expansion (combining kernel senLences

to make compound or complex sentences) have an effect on the reading com-

prehension of fourth-grade sEudents wiËhin high, middle, and low abílity

groups based on structural and lexical cloze tests?

3. tr{ill pracËice in breaki-ng dor^rn compound or complex senterices

into kernel sentences and then recombining them to form either the orÍginal

sentence or paraphrases of the original sentefice have an effect on the

readíng comprehension of fourth-grade students r'¡ithin high, middle, and

low abiliËy groups based on structural and lexical cLoze tests?

4. I¡Ihat is the relatÍonship among the treatments--sentence-

reduction, sentence-expansion, and a combination of both sentence-reduction

and sentence-expansion--for fourth-grade students within high, middle, and

low ability groups based on structural and lexical cloze tests?

51
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The Study

Sample

The subjects in this study were 120 fourth-grade students in six

classrooms (three classes in each of truo schools) in one Greater Winnipeg

school division. Fourth-grade students were selected as subjecËs for Ëhe

following reasons: (1) research had indicated thaÈ the complexity of

written syntax caught up to and surpassed the complexity of spoken syntax

ar abour the fourrh grade (O'Donnell, L967 295); (2) rnany difficult syntac-

tic structures were found in fourth-grade readers (Fagan, L97L; Pflaum,

Lg74); and (3) Cooper (1973:96) had suggested that ". . beginning in

Grade 4 there may be a distÍnct developmental gain in control of wrítten

syntax for mosË children if Ëhey are asked to direct their attention to

syntax.'r The possibility t.hat directed atËentíon to syntax míght also

enhance the reading comprehension of fourth-grade students induced Ehe

experimenter to select fourth-graders as subjects for the present inves-

tigaËion.

The students \"/ere assigned to ofie of f our gloups. Each gloup

conLained 30 subjects. To achieve greaÈer representativeness a method

of proportional samplíng was used. SubjecLs llrere assigned to three

treatmenË groups and one reference group based on Ëhe scores obtained

on two pre-tests in reading comprehensíon. The tests vrere a structural

cloze test and a lexical cloze Èest. Fírst, Èhe students were assigned

Ëo eÍther a high abilíty group, a middle ability group' or a low ability

group. Approximately ?5 percent of the students were assigned to the

high abiljty group, 50 percent to the middle ability gÏoup, and 25 per-

cent to the 1ov¡ ability group. For the structural cLoze, subjects ob-

taining a score of 50 percenÈ or greater on Ëhe pre-test were assigned
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to Ëhe high ability group; subjects whose scores ranged from 38 xo 49

percent on the pre-EesË were assigned to the middle abilíty group; and

subjects trhose scores were less than 37 percent on the pre-tesË rnlere

assigned to the low ability group. For the lexical cloze, subjects ob-

Ëainíng a score of. 52 percent or greater on the Pre-test were assigned

to the high ability group; subjecËs whose scores ranged fron 38 to 51

percent on Ëhe pre-Ëest were assígned to the middle ability group; and

subj ects whose scores v¡ere less t]nan 37 percent on the pre-test l'IeÏe

assigned to the low ability grouP. Following the above assígnmenÈs, the

subjects were select.ed at. random from each stratum to form Ëhree experi-

menËal Ëreatment groups and one reference group of equal sizes (N=30) '

The Ëhree experimental treatments \¡lere:

l. senËence Reduction. The subjects in this group vrere taught

tO break dourn compound or complex sentences to tr¿o or moÏe simple (kernel)

senËences (i.e. senteftces composed of a single independent clause)'

2.SentenceExpansion.ThisgrouPwastaughttocombinet¡¿oor

more simple sentences to form compound or complex sentences (i'e' con-

joiníng independent clauses and enbedding subordinate clauses within

independent clauses).

3.SenËenceReductionandsentenceExpansion.Thisgroup

receíved instrucËion in both sentence reduction and sentence expansion

as descríbed above. They first reduced compound or complex sentences

to E\¡/o or more simple sentences and then they combined the simple sen-

tences to form the original sentences or paraphrases of Ëhe origínal

sentences.

The subjects in each treatmenÈ group receíved instrucËion and
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practíce based on the same format and the same practice sentences. Essen-

tia11y, the senËence-reduction and sentence-expansion treaËments involved

reversed procedures. The sentences used in these exercises are reproduced

in Appendix C.

The ËreatmenÈ groups received instruction for 30 minutes every

second day for a Ëotal of ten lessons between April 2, L979 and Ntay 2,

1979. This sequence vras interrupted twice, once by a school holiday, and

once by a day of in-servíce training for teachers in the school division.

The pre-tests were administered ten days before instruction began and the

post-tesËs r¡rere administered on the tr¡o days iuunediately following cessa-

tion of insËrucËion.

The experimenter constructed and administered the tests. The

experimenter also developed the instructional materials and taught the

experimental treatment groups. The experimenÈer did not teach the refer-

ence group. These sËudents did noË depart from their regular reading

program or timetable.

Instructional Materials

Five basal readers, auËhorízed for use in ManiËoba schools and

published by three different companies, r¡rere surveyed to determine the

various senËerice sËïuctures used in these books" The readers contained

nany stïuctures vrhich researchers have found Ëo be difficult for fourËh-

grade studen¡s. These include: (1) understanding relative clauses

(Richek, 1976a); (2) understanding connectives (Robertson, 1966);

(3) undersËanding genetive pronouns (Fagan, f97f); (4) Ëhe number of

phrases or clauses embedded in a sentence (Fagan, f971); and (5) dele-

tion of common elements (Fagan, L97L) -
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Sentences for practice v¡ere selected from the readers accordíng

to the following críteria: (f) those sËructures which fourth-grade stu-

denËs found diffícult, and (2) those rvhich appeared ¡,¡ith considerable

frequency in fourth-grade basal readers. The selected pracËíce sentences

conËained: (f) conjoined senËences; (2) left embedded clauses; (3) cenËer

embedded clauses; (4) right embedded clauses; and (5) a mixËure of these,

i.e. conjoíned senÈences conËaining embedded clauses or complex sentences

wiËh a number of embedded clauses. Also íncluded in these sentences

qrere sËructures containing genetive pronouns and those in r¿hich colllmon

elements rvere deleted.

Ten lessons, tr¿o for each sentence Èype, r¡rere developed to give

students practice in sentence reduction, sentence expansion or pracËice

in both seïrtence reduction and sentence expansion. The instruction and

practice focused on clause embeddings, similar to that suggested by

Cooper (L973:100) . SËudents practiced conjoining independent clauses

and embedding kernel sentences as subordinate clauses in independent

clauses or removíng the subordinate clauses embedded Ín independenÈ

clauses to form kernel senterices (senÈence reduction).

The following ís an example of sentences used in sentence-

reduction and senLerice-expansion pracËice:

The road curved dov,rnward r¿here Ëhe clover field ended, and ahead
lay thick woods.

Sentence reducLion would produce the following simple (kernel) senËences:

The road curved downward.
The clover field ended.
Thíck woods lay ahead.

Sentence-expansion (sentence combining) would produce the original

senËerice or paraphrases of the orJ-ginal sentence v¡hich retained the same
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meaning. The following is an example of senËence-reduction and sentence-

expansions produced by students:

Oríginal senËence: After helping Dad make beds,
Pam went dorn¡n for her roller skates.

Pam vrent dorrm for her roller skates.
Pam helped her Dad rnake beds.

Pam helped Dad make beds before she went
dornm f or her roller skates.

Before Pam went down for her ro1ler skates
she helped Dad make beds.

Pam wenË dornrn for her roller skates afËer
she helped Dad make beds.

After Pam helped Dad make beds she r¿enË down
for her ro11er skates.

Kernel sentences:

Paraphrases
produced by
sËudenËs:

The sentences used for instruction and practice are presented in

Appendix C.

Lesson Format

The lesson formaL was similar to that suggested by Daiker eÈ al

(1973:8) but adapted to fourth grade level. Oral discussion of the sen-

Ëences and Ëhe processes and oral practice r¡zas a central part of each

lesson for each treatment group. students were encouraged to díscover

soluËions and to discuss the meaning of different consËrucËions. Atten-

tion was also directed to the varíous conjunctions and clause markers

which may be added or deleted in expanding or reducing sentences.

Each lesson began wíth oral discussion of selected examples which

T¡rere presented on the blackboard or on chart paper. Students vlere encour-

aged to preserit and discuss varíous solutions and \^rere commended for par-

ticipation and creativíty. Individual writÈen pracËice followed the group

practice but sËudents pl:esented theír solutions to Ëhe gToup for discussion
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and selection of the

retained Ëhe meaning

best versions. The best versions were those which

of the original sentence.

Test Instruments

Cloze Tests

CToze Ëests have been recognized as reliable and valid measures

of reading comprehensíon (Taylor, L957; Bormuth, L965; Ruddell, L964;

Horton, L974-75). CLoze tests have also pToven to be more sensitive

measures of the ability to handle more syntaetÍcally difficult senËences

(Simons, LITO; Fisher, L973; Combs, L975: Straw, 1978) than standardized

reading test.s which measuïe a more global comprehension ability. In a

cloze tesË the reader musË rely on conËext and may be forced to depend

on the synÈax of the text in order to supply the appropriate ansT¡7er.

Weaver Q977b) found a high correlation between synÈactic con-

straints and the sËrucLural elements of language and semantic coristÏaints

and the lexical language elements. Therefore, lexical and structural

cLoze tesËs may provide differentials between these elemenËs. In cLoze

procedure, the "any word" deletion procedure corresponds to the present

dichotomy of sEructural deletions while the lexícal deletions usually

involve ". the language uniÈs designaËed by traditional graulmars as

nouns, main verbs, sometimes adjecËives, and more rarely adverbs" (tr^Ieaver,

Lg77b:24), Gurhríe (1973) also included pronouns in the noun category and

t,ransitives, ínËransítives, and auxilliaries in the verb category.

In the present study, boËh sËructural and lexicaL eloze tests r^lere

used as pre- and post-tests in order to obtain a more sensitive measure of

the subjectst reading comprehension abilitíes before and after the experi-

mental treatment. The strucÈura! cLoze tests followed the "any word'
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deletíon procedure. The tests consisted of 254 word passages in ruhich

every f if Eh r¡rord \^ras deleted. The lexícal cloze tests consísted of

slightly longer than 250 word passages in which nouns, verbs and modi-

fiers were deleËed. The noun caÈegory included nouns and pronouns, the

verb category included transiËÍves, intransitíves and auxilliaries, and

the modj-fiers included adjectives and adverbs. The deletions occurred

approximat.ely every fifth word and Èhere úrere noE less than four r¡ords

betr¿een blanks. The first sentence rvas left íntact. For all cloze tests

Èhe blanks $rere equal to 14 typed spaces.

The passages for all cloze tesËs rnrere selecËed from fourËh-grade

readers and were at a grade 4.5 readability level, as computed by the

Dale and Chal1 (1948) Readability Formula. Golubrs (1975) Syntactic

Density Score rnras also computed for all the passages. The Eest passages'

data on readability and synËactic complexity, and the method for computing

Golub's Syntactic DensiËy Score are presented in Appendix B' The tests

were marked by the exacË scoring meËhod.

Two different forms of structural cLoze and Lwo dífferenÈ forms of

lexical eLoze were administered as pre- and posÈ-tesËs. The subjects

wrote both Ëhe pre- and post-tesËs ín two sittings on Ë\,,ro successíve days.

To control the effects of practice one-half of the subjecËs completed the

structuïal- eLoze and one-ha1f completed the lexical cLoze at each sitting.

The subjects were given 30 minutes (one class period) to complete each

tesL. Before the first sitting an additional 15 minuÈes was allowed for

insËructions and practice in completing cloze exercises.

The Pilot Study

A pilot study r,ras conducted Ëo determine whether sampling, Èesting
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and instructional procedures T¡leÏe operaËíonally workable.

The subjecËs for the pilot study were 48 fourth grade students

ín one school in one Greater l^Iinnipeg school divisíon. Pre- and post-

Ëesting and experimental Ëeaching \^/as carried out betr'zeen February 19,

1979 anð, l4arch 12, L979. The experimenter taught fíve sample lessons,

one for each senÈence type. The lessons were scheduled every second day

but Ëhis sequence was inËerrupted by special school activíties on one

occasion. The pre-testS were administered on one day, one vleek before

lessons began and the post-tests rùere administered the day followíng

cessation of ínstruction. Each Ëíme Ëhe structural- cLoze test was ad-

ministered first and the lexical cloze test \^ras administered second. The

subjecÈs were allowed 30 minuËes (one class period) to compleËe each

tesË. Before the first sítting, an additional 15 minuËes was allowed for

ínstructions and practice in compeËing cloze exercíses.

The hypotheses, desígn and procedure for Ëhe pÍlot study was iden-

tical to that of the present study excepË for the order of test presenËa-

tion and the amount of instructional time which the experimental groups

received. In Ëhe pilot study, lessons for the sentence-reduction grouP

and the sentence-expansion group r¿ere each of 25 minutes duration, while

lessons for the group practicing both sentence-reduction and sentence-

expansion rvere of 40 mínutes duration.

A three-¡,¡ay analysis of variance of the structural cloze test

Scores revealed a signíficant time x treaËment x ability interaction

(p < .05) but this ínteraction Ìras not significant for the lexica]. cLoze

test (p < .64). Further post hoc analyses were made by usíng a t-test

to compare the pre- and post-tesË means for each treatment and abilíty

group wíth the reference group. The combination reduction/expansion
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treatment for the middle ability group was signífícant at the .05 level

and the combi-nation reduction/expansion treaËment for the lorv ability

gïoup ïiras very nearly significant at Ëhe .05 level (¡=2.77L, required

2.776). The rniddle and low abílíty reference groups made no significant

gains.

In comparing Ëhe means for Ëhe structural and lexical cLoze Ëests'

all groups (both treatment and reference) made some gains from pre- to

post-tests as measured by the sËructural cLoze but noË as measured by the

lexical cLoze. On the structural cLoze, the largest gain was made by the

low ability reduetion ËreaÈmenL group and the least gain was made by the

low abilíËy reference group. On the lexicaL eLoze test, all groups suf-

fered a loss from pre- Ëo post-tests except the three low abilíty treat-

ment groups and the high ability combinaËion reduction/expansion treatment

group (these groups made slight gains). The greatest loss was experienced

by the high ability reduction treatment group and the high ability expan-

síon treatment group (both havíng a difference of -7.00 ín ravr scores

beEween pre- and Post-tests).

From a comparison of Èhe mean differences for the stTuctural and

lexical eLoze tests, ít appeared that the two Èests \^tere not measuríng

the same reading comprehension abilities. According to I^Ieaver (L977e:151)

". lexical categories are open, and any particular member has a low

frequency of occurrence. There is much room for variation. One would

expect differences betrveen stïuctural and lexical categories on these

bases." Therefore, ít was surmized that instructional procedures r¿hich

stress creativity and'manipul-aËion of language strucEures would produce

a greater variety of responses which míght account for the differences
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ín performance on the tr^ro Ëypes of cloze tests (structural and lexical).

A brief review of some of the lexícal error responses seemed to suPport

thís opinion. In general, subjects chose appropriate synonyms and cor-

rect s)'ntactic alËernatives for the cloze blanks, indicaËing Ëhat a more

intensive examination of lexical responses mighÈ yield further information

regardÍng the subjectsr reading comprehension abiliËies.

As a result of Ëhe pilot sËudy some changes $/ere made in the tests'

Êesting procedure, insËructíona1 tíme for the treatment groups and data

analysis. The lexical choze post-Ëest was replaced because ít was dis-

covered that many of the students were familiar with Ëhe passage that had

been selected. To conËrol practíce effecËs, one-half of the subjects com-

pleted Ëhe structural eLoze and one-half complet.ed the lexical cLoze at

each of the two pre-test and post-test sittíngs. The instructional time

for each Ëreatment was equalized to 30 rninutes regardless of task. The

significant Eime x treatment x ability interaction for the middle ability

combinatíon reduction/expansion treatment could have been due to this fac-

tor. Lastly, a more intensive examinaËion of lexical cloze test responses

r¿as carried out.

Analvsis of Data

Design

The basic experimental design was a three-way analysis of variance

l(treaturent x ability x time (gain) ] wiLh repeated measures on each of the

Ëwo dependent variables, the structural eloze tesË and the lexical cloze

test. Following the analyses of variance, multiple t-Èests were computed

to probe significanË interacEions, The rate of Type T error v¡as controlled

at q<= .05 by using Ëhe Tukey (f953) criterion of significance. Additional
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post hoc measures and qualitative analyses were also Performed on selected

non-sígníficanË effeets. l'{ore detailed descriptions of these procedures

are presented in Chapter 4.

Hvpotheses

The four general questions posed in this study will be presenËed

r,ríth their accompanyíng specífic hypoËheses.

Question 1: I^Iill practice in sentence-reducËion (finding the

kernel sentences in eompound or complex sentences) have an effect on Lhe

readíng comprehension of fourth-grade studenËs within high, míddle, and

low ability gïoups based on stïucËural and lexical cloze tesËs?

Hypothesis 1.1 There are no significant differences in the mean sLruc-

tural and lexicaL cLoze reading comprehension scores when considering

Ëhe pre- and post-tests for the high abilíty sentence-reduction group

as compared to the hígh ability reference grouP.

Hypothesis 1.2 There are rio significant differences in the mean struc-

tural and lexícal cloze reading comprehension scores when considering

Ëhe pre- and post-tests for t.he rníddle ability sentence-reduction group

as compared to the middle ability reference group.

HypoËhesis 1.3 There are no significanÈ differences in the mean struc-

tural and lexical- cLoze reading comprehension scores when considering

the pre- and post-tesËs for the low ability senÈence-reduction group as

compared to the low ability reference group.

Hypothesis 1.4 There are no significanÈ díffererices in the mean gaín

scores in reading comprehension between the pre- and post- structural and

lexical cLoze Ëests when comparing the high, middle, and lorv ability

sentence-reducËion groups and when compared with the high, middle, and
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1or+ ability reference groups.

Questíon 2: I^Iill practice in sentence-expansion (combining

kernel sentences to make compound or complex senÈences) have an effect

on the reading comprehension of fourth-grade students within high'

middle, and 1ow ability groups based on sËructural and lexical cloze

Èests ?

Ilypothesis 2.1 There are rro significant differences in the mean struc-

tural and lexical- cLoze reading comprehension scores when consideríng

Ëhe pre- and posË-tesËs for the hígh ability sentence-expansion group

as compared to the high ability reference group.

Hypothesis 2.2 There are no significant differences in the mean struc-

tural and lexical cloze reading comprehension scores when considering

the pre- and post-tesËs for the middle ability sentence-expansion grouP

as compared Ëo the míddle ability reference grouP.

Hypothesis 2.3 There are no significant differences in the mean sËruc-

Ëural and lexicaL cloze readíng comprehension scores when considering

the pre- and post-Eests for Ëhe low ability sentence-exparision group as

eompared to the lor,r ability reference grouP.

Hypothesis 2.4 There are fio significant differences in the mean gain

scores in reading comprehension between the pre- and post- structural

and lexicai- cLoze tests when comparing the high, middle, and low ability

SenËence-expansion gïoups and v¡hen compared wíth the high, middle, and

low ability reference groups-

Questíon 3: i,/i11 practice ín breaking dovrn compound or complex

senËences into kernel sentences (sentence-redrrctíon) and then recombining

them (sentence-expansion) to form either the original senEences or

paraphrases of the original senËences have an effect on Ëhe reading
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comprehension of fourÈh-grade students within hígh, rniddle, and low

ability groups based on strucËural and lexical cLoze tests?

Hypothesis 3.1 There are rio significant differences in the mean struc-

tural and lexicaL cLoze reading comprehension scores when considering

the pre- and post-tests for the high ability combínation sentence-

reduction and sentence-expansion group as compared to Ëhe high ability

reference group.

HypoLhesis 3.2 There are rio signifícant dífferences in the mean struc-

tural and lexicaL cloze reading comprehensíon scores when consídering

Ëhe pre- and post-tesËs for the middle ability combinatíon senterice-

reduction and sentence-expansion group as compared to the middle ability

reference group.

HypoÈhesis 3.3 There are no significanË differences ín the mean sÈruc-

Èural and lexical cloze reading comprehension scores when considering

the pre- and post-Ëests for the low ability combination sentence-

reduction and sentence-expansion group as compared to the 1ow ability

reference group.

Hypothesis 3./+ There are no significant differences in the mean gain

scores in reading comprehension between the pre- and post- sËructural

and lexical cloze tests when comparing the hígh, middle, and lovr ability

combination sentence-reduction and sentence-expansion groups and when

compared wiEh the high, middle, and low ability reference groups.

Question 4: fiIhat is the relationship among the Ëhree treatments--

senËence-reduction, sefrtence-expansion, and a combínation of both

sentence-reduction and sent,ence-expansíon--f or f ourth-grade student s

wíthin high, rniddle, and 1ow ability groups based on sËructural and

lexical cLoze Ëests?
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HypoÈhesis 4.1 There are no significant differences in the mean struc-

tural and lexical- cLoze reading comprehension scores v¡hen considering

the pre- ancl post-tests for the high abílíty treatmenË groups (senËence-

reduction, sentence-expansion, or a combination of both sentence-

reduction and sentence-expansion) .

HypoËhesis lr.2 There are no signífícant differences in the mean sËruc-

tural and lexicaL cLoze reading comprehension scores when considering

the pre- and post-tests for the míddle ability ËreaËment groups (sentence-

reduction, SenËence-expansion, or a combination of both Sentence-

reduction and sentence-expansion) .

Hypothesi-s 4.3 There are no signíficant differences in the mean struc-

Ëural and lexical cloze reading comprehension scores when considering

the pre- and post-Èests for Ëhe 1ow ability treatment grouPs (sentence-

reduction, senËence-expansion, or a combination of both sentence-

reduction and sentence-expansÍon) .

Summary

This chapter idenËified the subjects Ëhat comprÍsed the sample

for this study and described the procedures used to assign the subjects

to Ëhe tïeatment and reference groups. The test instruments, insËruc-

tional materials, and procedures v/ere also described as well as the

design of the study, methods of daËa analysis, and hypotheses.

A pilot study was conducted to evaluate the sampling, tesËing'

lesson format, and data collection procedures to be used.

The statistical analysís and findings vrill be presented ín

Chapter 4.



Chapter 4

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

The purpose of this study Ì¡ras to examine the effects of practice

in senËence-reduction, sentence-expansion, and a combination of both

sentence-reductíon and sentence-expansion on the reading comPrehensíon

of fourth-grade students. Four general questíons and their specific

hypoËheses vrere presented in Chapter 3. In this chapter the hypotheses

will be restaËed together r,rith a discussion of the findings relevant to

eaeh hypothesis.

The subjects in this study rrere 120 fourth-graders assigned Eo

four groups--three treatment groups and one reference group. Each group

conËained 30 subjects. The subjects in one group r¡rere taughË to break

dor^m compound or complex sentences into kernel senËences (sentence-

reducËion); the subjects in a second grouP vTere t.aught to combíne two

oï more kernel sentences to form a compound or complex sentence (sentence-

expansíon); and the subjects in the third group received instruction in

boËh sentence-reducÈion and sentence-expansion. Instruction for each

gïoup followed a similar format and used the same practice sentences.

The reference group continued wíth the regular Program' timetable, and

teacher.

In presenting the data, the main effects will be discussed

first. Next, the four general questions are presented together v¡ith the

specific hypotheses which they generated. For each hypothesis a des-

cription of the data analysís is presented together r¡íth the findings

66
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for each hypothesis.

sented followed by a

LasËly, the significant

qualítative analysís of

interactíons r,rill be pre-

eLoze test responses.

Main Effects

The data were analyzed by applyíng a three-way analysis Óf

variance (treatment x abiliËy x Èime) with repeated measures on each of

the Ëwo dependent variables, Ëhe strucÈuraL cLoze test and the lexical

cloze Ëest. The .05 level of signíficance was selected for Ehe accept-

ance or rejection of all statÍstical tesËs.

General Questíon I

I^Iill practice in senËence-reducËion (finding the kernel sentences

in compound or complex senEences) have an effecË on the reading compre-

hensíon of fourth-grade students withín high, middle, and low ability

groups based ori structural and lexical cLoze tests?

To ansr^rer this question the ra\^/ scores fron the structural and

lexical cloze tests were submítted to an analysis of variance. These

results are presented in Tables 4.L and 4.2. The analyses of variance

shor¿ed that treaÈmenË was not a significanE factor affecting eiEher the

structural or the lexical cLoze Èests. Reading ability (based on the

stïucËuïal and lexical cLoze pre-tests) was a significant factor between

subjects and time (from pre- to Post-tests) was a significant factor

wiËhín subjects, resulËing in a significanË Ëime x ability interaction.

The ability factor contained three levels--high' middle, and low--to

which subjecÈs were assigned on the basis of pre-test scores on each of

the cloze tests (sËrucËural and lexical), The time factor contained two

levels--pre-tesË tíme (Time l) and post-test tíme (Time 2). These
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Table 4. I

Analysís of Variance Performance on Èhe

Structural Cloze Pre- and Post-Tests

Source of Sum of Mean F Level of
Variation Squares df Square Ratio Significance

Between Ss

Tïeatment L6.6gB7 3 5 '5662 0' f6 0'926L

Abiliry 9784.6402 2 4892. 320 1 I42.54 0.0000*

Trx4334.9534655.8255i.630.|467

Error between 3706.BOI2 l0B 34'3222

I{ithin Ss

Time I2B7 .5930 I L287 '5930 64 '52 0' 0000*

TixTr76.2719325'4239L'270'287L

Tix4403.62052201.810210.110.0001¿.

TixTrx4138.6625623.11041.i60.3343

Error within 2155.4242 108 19 '9576

* p <.05
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Table 4.2

Analysis of Variance of Performance on Ehe
Lexical CLoze Pre- and Post-Tests

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squaredf

F Level of
Ratio Significance

Between Ss

Treatment

Ability

TrxA

Error between

l^IiËhin Ss

Time

TixTr

TixA

TixTrxA

Error within

228.3560

15985. 13s8

r97.L614

65t3.7204

1868.5B17

T2T. T7 T7

2979. L097

94 .4564

3666.289L

76 . LlB6

7992.5679

32.8612

60.3122

1868.5817

40. 3905

1489 . s548

L5 .7 427

33 .947 r

3

2

6

108

I

3

2

6

108

t.26

r32.52

0.54

55.04

1. 19

43.88

0 .46

0.29Lr

0. 0000*

0.7730

0 . 0000,t

o.3Lt2

0.0000t

0.8338

* p <.05
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interacËion effecËs found here r'rill be discussed later in this chapter

under a separate headíng.

Ilypothesis 1.1 There are no signíficant differences in the
*e"t sËrtrcË,tr"l ".td lexícal cLoze reading comprehension scores when

considering the pre- and Post-tests for the hígh ability sentence-
reduction group as compared to the high ability reference group.

Since Ëhe results of the analyses of variance did not reveal a

significant EreatmenË x ability x Ëíme int.eracËion for eiËher the struc-

tural or the lexical cLoze test' this hypoËhesis was accepted. There

rras no significant difference in mean scores between the high ability

t.reatment. group and the high abilÍty reference group as a result of

sentence-reducEion Practice .

An examination of the mean differences (Tables 4.3 and 4.4)

indicaLes that on the structural cloze test the high ability sentence-

reduction group madea small, statísËically nonsignificant gaí'n (2'29)

from pre- to post-test time which was slightly greater than the gain

made by the high ability reference group (L.67). 0n the lexica1- cloze

test the high ability group shor¿ed a slight loss in the mean dífference

from pre- to post-Lest time ç-.85) but thís loss u¡as less Èhan that suf-

fered by the reference group (-4.00).

Hypothesis 1"2 There are no significant differences in the
mean strlct,tral and IexLcaL cloze reading comprehension scores when

considering the pre- and posË-tests for the middle ability sentence-
reducËion group as compared to Lhe middle ability reference group.

The results of the analyses of variance did not reveal a sig-

nificanË treatmerit x abílity x time ínt.eraction for either the struc-

Ëural or the lexical cLoze test, therefore this hypothesis '-'¡as accePted.

There r¡ras no significant dífference in mean scores between the middle

ability treatment group and the middle ability reference group as a
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Table 4.3

Mean Differences on Pre- and Post-Tests Across AbÍlity Levels
StrucËuraL CLoze

Source
High
S.D.X N.N.

Abilíty Levels
Middle

; s.D. N. X
Low
S .D.

Treatment
Reduction

Pre-Tes t

Pos t-Tes t

Gain

Treatment
Expansion

Pre-Tes t

Pos Ê-Tes t

Gain

Treatment
Combination

Pre-Tes t

Post-Tes t

Gain

Treatment
Reference

Pre-Tes t

Pos t-Tes t

Gain

5r.42

53 .71

2.29

5i.00

s2.66

r.66

53.25

55 .00

r.75

52.66

54. 33

t.67

1.51

6. 15

1.67

6.15

3.93

7.08

2.81

7 .63

42.00

45.77

3.77

43.25

48. t2

4 .87

43.41

49.17

5.76

43.86

46.00

2. 14

5

5

7

7

(t

aU

6

6

3 .81 i8

3.56 18

3.L7 L6

5.63 L6

3.29 17

7 .97 17

3.4t 15

4.40 15

30 . 40 r.67

43.60 4.33

13 .20

27 .75 5 .89

40.25 6.27

t2.50

28.40 6.06

33. 20 3 .63

4. B0

29.33 6.00

36.66 7 .93

1 tt

5

5

9

9

ö

B

6

6
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Table 4.4

Mean Differences on Pre- and PosË-Tests Across Ability Levels
Lexical CLoze

Source
IIigh
S.D.X N.N.

Ability Levels
Middle

; s.D" N. x
Low
S.D.

TreatmenÈ
ReducÈion

Pre-Test 57.85

Post-TesË 5 7.00

Gain -.85

Treatment
Expansion

Pre-TesE 58.60

Pos t-Tes t 53.60

Gain -5.00

Treatment
Combination

Pre-Test 61.33

Post-Tes t 55 .22

Gain -6. 11

Treatment
Control

Pre-Test 59. 88

Post-Test 55.88

Gain -4.00

4. iB

7 .70

7

7

44.66 4.93 12

53.50 6.72 L2

8.84

44. t6 5.00 12

50.83 4.44 12

6.67

42.92 4.29 i3

50.00 7.25 13

7 .08

43.33 4.

47 .25 4.

3.92

30.81 5.26 11

45.72 10. 13 11

t4.9r

26.75 7 .59

43.62 7 .89

16.87

29 .50 4.37

44.37 7 .92

L4 .87

28.22 7.17

39.22 10.53

11.00

5.69

6.78

10. 58

B. OB

7.20

9. 15
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result of sentence-reduction practice.

In comparing Ëhe mean differences (Tables 4.3 and 4.4), the

rniddle abílity sefrtence-reducEion group made a small, nonsignificant

gaín (3.77) on the strucËural cloze from pre- to posË-ÈesË Eime whích

rüas greater Ëhan the gaín made by the middle abilíËy reference group

(2.L4). On the lexicaL eLoze test the rniddle ability senterice-reductíon

group also made greaËer gains (8.84) from pre- to Post-test time than

the míddle ability reference group (3.92 gain).

Hypothesis l-.3 There are no significant differences in the
*ea1 str,rctrrral:iã-Iex i-caL cLoze reading comprehension scores when

consideríng Ëhe pre* and post-tests for the 1ow ability sentence-
reductíon group as compared to the low ability reference grouP.

The results of the analyses of variance did not reveal a sig-

nifÍcant treatment x ability x time interaction for either the struc-

tural or Ëhe lexical cLoze test, therefore this hypothesis was accepted.

There t^ras no signíficanË difference ín mean scores betvreen Ëhe low

ability treatment group and the low ability reference group as a result

of sentence-reduction pracEice. In eomparing the rnean differences

(Tables 4.3 and 4.4), Ëhe low ability sengence-reduction group made

greater but nonsignifícant gains from pre- to post-test time on both

Ëhe sLructural (13.20) and lexical (14.91) cloze tests Ehan the lovr

ability reference group (lf.00).

Hypothesis 1.4 There are no significant differences in the
mean gain scoreyin rea¿ing comprehension between the pre- and post-
stïuctural and lexical cloze tests when comparíng the high, niddle'
and low ability sentence-reduction groups and when compared wíth the
high, middle, and low ability reference groups.

Although the overall analyses of variance (Tables 4.L arid 4"2)

did not indicate significanE treatment x abitity x time inEeractions

the Behrens Fisher t-tests (and i^Ielch soluÈion for df ) v¡ere performed
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on selected, nonsígnificant effects to further probe treatment x ability

interactíons. The rate of Type I error ü/as controlled at cY, = .05 by

usíng the Tukey (1953) críterion of sígnificance. These t-tests shor¡ed

that there r¡rere some significanË differences in the mean gain scores

when comparing the hígh, rniddle, and low abil-ity sentence-reduction

treâtment groups and when compared r¿ith the high, middle, and lov¡ refer-

ence groups. Therefore, this hypothesis r{as rejected.

For Ëhe stTuctural cloze Ëest the f ollowÍng comparisons \^7ere

signíficanÈ (Table ¿.5): (1) Ëhe 1ow ability sentence-reduction group

made a significant gain when compared with the high ability sentence-

reducÈion group (t = 3.254, p < .05) and when compared r'rith the low vs.

high reference groups, and (2) the low ability sentence-reduction group

also made a significanË gain when compared with the middle ability

sentence-reduction group (¡ = 3.293, p <.05) and v¡hen compared with

the low vs. rniddle reference groups. For the reference groups' the low

ability group did not make a statistically signÍficant gain when com-

pared v¡ith the high abiliËy reference group (t = 1.655, P ) .05) or when

compared with the middlê ability reference group (t = 2.356, p > .05).

These findings índÍcaÈe that the sentence-reduction treatment, as meas-

ured by the structural cLoze Èest, had a significant effect on reading

comprehension for the low ability groups when compared rn¡ith the hígh

and middle abílity groups.

For the lexical cloze test (Table 4.6) the low ability sentence-

reductíon group made a significant gain when compared with the high

ability senEence-reduction gïoup (t = 3.534, p < .05) but not wtren com-

pared with the low vs. high reference group. Since Ëhe low vs. high
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Table 4.5

Behrens Fisher t-Test (and l^Ielch solution for df) for
Treatment x Ability Interactions

Structural Cloze Test

Comparison
Difference i-n CrÍtical Value
Mean Gain at 4.05 for

3. df'w

Reduction

Low - High

Low - l{iddle

r0. 9 15

9 .423

2 .801

2.865

3.254t,

3.293*

Expansion

Low - High

Low - Middle

10. 834

7.625

2.750

2.589

3 . 509't

3.062l,

Reference

Low - High

Low - Middle

5.667

5 .200

2.860

2.589

1.655

2.3s6

,k p <.05
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Table 4.6

Behrens Fisher t-Test (and tr^Ielch solution for df) for
TreatmenË x AbilítY Interactíons

Lexical Cloze Test

Comparison
Difference in Crítical Value
Mean Gain at d..05 for

3. df'w

ReducËion

Low - High Ls.766 2.645 3 .534't

Expansion

Low - Iligh

Low - Míddle

Middle - High

2L.87 5

t0 .209

rL.666

2.589

2.s88

2.560

7 .365't

4. 011*

4.023*

Combination
ReducËion/Expansion

Low - High

Low - Middle

Middle - High

20 .986

7.799

20.6tL

2.603

2.75L

3 "645

3.959'*

i. 998

4. B3 1*

Reference

Low - High

Low - Middle

M:iddle - High

l5 . 000

7. 083

7.916

2"645

2.57 4

2 "752

3.549,\

1.655

2.051

* p <.05
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ability reference group also made a signifícant gain (t = 3.549, p <.05)

this gaín cannot be attributed to treatment effect.

General Question 2

I^Ii1l practice in sentence-expansíon (combining kernel senÈences

to make compound or complex senLences) have an effect on the reading com-

prehension of fourth-grade students v¡ithin high, middle, and low ability

groups based on structural and lexical cToze Ëests?

ltypothesis 2.1 There are no significant differences in the mean

structural anã lexical cLoze reading comprehension scores vrhen considering
the pre- and post-Eests for the hígh abilíty sentence-expansion group as
compared to the high abiliËy reference group.

The results of the anal-yses of variance did not reveal a signifi-

cant treatment x ability x time interaet.ion for eíther the structural or

the lexicaL cLoze Ëest, Ëherefore this hypothesis was accepted. There

r^7as no significant difference in mean scores between the high ability

sentence-expansion treatmefit group and the hígh abílity reference group

as a result of sentence-expansion practice.

An examination of the mean dífferences indicates Ëhat on the

structural cloze test (Table 4.3) the gain made by Èhe high ability

sentence-expansion group (1.66) from pre- to post-test time was approxí-

maËe1y Èhe same as thaË of the high abiliÈy reference gToup (L.67). On

the lexical cloze test (Table 4"4) both the high ability sentence-

expansion group and the high ability reference group experienced a loss

in mean difference but the treatment group suffered a greater loss Lhan

Ëhe reference group (-5.00 for the sentence-expansion group and -4.00

for the reference group).
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Hypothesis 2.2 There are no signifícant differences in the mean

structural and lexical cLoze reading comprehensíon scores when consíderíng
the pre- and post-tests for the niddle ability sentence-expansion group
as compared to the middle ability reference group.

Since the results of the analyses of variance did not reveal a

significant tïeaËment x ability x tÍme interaction for either the struc-

tural or the lexical cLoze Èest, this hypothesis was accepted. There r^¡as

no significant difference in mean scores beÈween the rniddle ability

sentence-expansion treatment group and the middle ability reference group

as a result of sentence-expansion practice. In comparing the mean differ-

ences (Tables 4.3 and 4.4), the míddle abilíty sentence-expansíon group

made greater gaÍns from pre- to post-LesÈ time on boËh the sEructural

cloze tesË (4.87) and the lexical cloze Ëest (6.67) than did the middle

ability reference group (2.L4).

Hypothesís 2.3 There are no sígnifÍcant dífferences in the mean

sËructural and lexical cLoze reading comprehension scores when considering
the pre- and post-Ëests for the low abiliÈy sentence-expansion group as
compared to the 1ow ability reference grouP.

The results of the analyses of variance did not reveal a signifi-

cant ËreaÈment x ability x time interaction for either the structural or

Èhe lexical cloze test, therefore this hypothesis was accepted. There was

no signifícant dÍfference in mean scores beÈween the lor¡ abílity sentence-

expansion treaËment group and the low ability reference group as a result

of sentence-expansion practice. In comparing the mean differences

(Tables 4.3 and 4.4), the low ability sentence-expansion group made

great.er but nonsignificant gains from pre- to post-test time on both the

strucruïal (12.50) and the lexical (f6.87) cLoze Ëests than Èhe low abi-

líty reference group (7.33).
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Ilypothesis 2.4 There are no significant differences in the mean
gaín scores in reading comprehension beËween the pre- and posË- structural
and lexÍcaL cLoze tesËs when comparíng the high, míddle, and low ability
sentence-expansion groups and when compared with the high, rniddle, and
low ability reference groups.

The Behrens Fisher t-TesËs showed Ëhat there r¡/ere some signifi-

cant differences in the mean gain scores when comparing the high, niddle'

and lor¿ abilíty sentence-expansion treatment groups and when compared

r¡rith the high, middle, and low ability reference groups. Therefore, this

hypothesis r,ras rejected

For Ëhe structuraJ- ctoze test the followíng comparisons were sÍg-

nificant (Table 4.5): (f) Ëhe lor¡ ability sentence-expansion group made

a significant gain when compared with the high ability sentence-expansion

group (t = 3.509, p < .05) and when compared with the low vs. high refer-

ence groups, and (2) the 1ow ability sentence-expansion group also made

a significanË gain when compared v¡it,h Lhe middle ability senÈence-expansion

group (t = 3.063, p <.05) and r¿hen compared v¡ith the low vs. middle refer-

ence groups. The low abiliÈy reference group did not make a sÈatistically

significant gaín when compared wiËh the high ability reference group

(t = 1.566, p >.05) or r¿hen compared with the middle ability reference

group (t = 2.356, p >.05). These findings indicate Lhat the sentence-

expansion treatment, as measured by the struetural cLoze testr had a

significant effect on reading comprehension for Èhe 1ow abÍlíty groups

when compared with the high and middle ability groups.

For the lexical eLoze test the fo11owíng comparisolls r¡/ere signi-

ficant (Tab1e 4.6): (1) Ëhe low ability sentence-expansion group made

a significant gaín when compared with the middle ability sentence-

expansion group (t = 4.011, p <.05) and when compared r¿ith Ëhe 1ow vs.
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middle reference group, and (2) the míddle ability sentence-expansion

group made a signifícant gain when compared with the high ability sentence-

expansion group (t = 4.023, p < .05) and when compared wiËh the middle vs.

high ability reference group. For the reference groups, the lorv ability

group did not make a statisËícally significant gain when compared with the

middle abilÍty group (t = 1.655, p >.05) and Ehe middle ability group did

not make a sÈatistically signÍficant gain when compared with the high

ability group (t = 2.051, p >.05). These findings indicate that the

sentence-expansion treatment, as measured by Ëhe lexícaL cloze Ëest, had

a significant effecË on reading comprehension for the low ability group

when compared with the middle ability group, and for the middle ability

group when compared wiLh the high ability group.

The 1ow ability sentence-expansion group also made a significant

gain when compared with Lhe high abílity senÈence-expansion group

(t = 3.959, p <.05) but not when compared with the low vs. high refer-

ence group. Since the low vs. high reference group also made a signifi-

cant gain (t = 3.549, p <.05) thÍs gain cannot be attributed to treat-

ment effecË.

General Question 3

Inlill practice in breaking dovm compound or complex senËences into

kernel sentences (senËence-reduction) and then recombining them (sentence-

expansion) to form either the original senËence or paraphrases of the

original senËences have an effect on t.he reading comprehension of fourth-

grade students withín high, middle, and low ability groups based on

structural and lexical cLoze tests?
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Hypothesis 3.1 There are no significant differences in the mean

sËructuïal and lexical cLoze reading comprehension scores when consídering
Ëhe pre- and posË-tests for the high ability combínation sentence-
reduction and senËence-expansion group as compared to the high ability
reference group.

The results of the analyses of varíance did noË reveal a signi-

ficanË treaÈment x abilÍty x time interaction for either the structural

or Èhe lexícal cloze test, therefore this hypothesis was accepted. There

r¡/as no significant difference in mean scores between the hÍgh ability

conbinaLÍon group and the high abiliËy reference group as a result of

senËence-reduction and sentence-expansion practíce.

An examination of the mean differences indícates that on the

structural cloze test (Table 4.3), the high ability combination group

made only slightly greateï gains from pre- to post-Lest times (f.75)

than the high ability reference group (L.67). 0n the lexical cloze test

(Table 4.4), both rhe high ability combination group and the hígh ability

reference group suffered a loss in the mean difference from pre- to post-

test time but Ëhe loss experÍenced by the treatment group r'Ias greater

than that of the reference gïoup (-6. ff for the combination group and

-4.00 for the reference group) .

Hypothesis 3.2 There are no significant differences in the mean

structuïal and lexical cLoze reading comprehension scores when considering
Èhe pre- and post-tests for the middle ability combination senËence-
reduction and sentence-expansion group as compared to the middle abilíty
reference group.

The results of the analyses of variance did not reveal a signifi-

cant treatmenË x ability x time interaction for either the structural or

the lexicai- cLoze test, therefore this hypothesís was accepted. There

\,üas no signifícant difference in mean scores between the middle abilit;v

combination gïoup and the middle abílity reference group as a result of
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senËerice-reduction and sentence-exPansion Practice. In comparing the

mean differences (Tables 4.3 and 4.4), the míddle abiliËy combÍnatíon

group made greater but nonsigníficant gains from pre- to post-tesË time

on boÈh the structural cloze test (5.76) and the lexical eloze test

(7.08) than the reference group (2.I4).

Hypothesis 3.3 There are no significant differences in the mean

strucËural and lexical cLoze reading comprehension scores t¡hen considering
Ëhe pre- and posË-tests for the 1or¿ ability combinatíon senËence-reductíon
and sentence-expansion group as compared to the low ability reference
group.

The results of the analyses of variance did not reveal a signifi-

cant treatment x abílíty x time ínteraction for eiLher the sËructural or

the lexical cloze test, therefore this hypothesís was accepted. There

T¡ras no significant difference in mean scores between the low ability com-

bination group and the low ability reference group as a resulÈ of sentence-

reduction and sentence-expansion practice. In comparing the mean differ-

ences from pre- to post-test t,ime (Tables 4.3 and 4.4)' the low ability

combination tïeatment group made less gain than the low ability reference

group on the stïucËural cloze Ëest (4.80 for Èhe combination group and

7 .33 f.or the reference group). On Ehe lexical cloze test the combinaËion

t.reaËment group made a gïeater gain from pre- to posË-test time (14.87)

than the reference group (11.00).

Hypothesis 3.4 There are no significant differences in the mean

gain scores irr iàading comprehensÍon betr,¿een Ehe pre- and posË- structural
and lexical cloze tests when comparing the high, middle, and 1ow abili-ty
combination senterice-reduction and sentence-expansion groups and r¡hen

compared wíth the high, rniddle, and low ability reference groups.

The Behrens Fisher t-Tests showed that there ftrere some signifi-

cant differences in ¡nean scores when comparíng the high, middle, and 1cw

ability combinaËion sentence-reduction and sentence-expansion treatment
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groups and when compared \,/ith the high, rnÍddle, and low ability reference

groups. Therefore, this hypoEhesís was rejected.

For the strucËuraL cLoze ËesËs there r.îrere no statisEieally signi-

ficant differences but for the lexical cloze test (Table 4.6), the middle

ability combinatÍon group made a signíficant gain when compared wiËh the

high combination group (t = 4.831, p <.05) and when compared with the

rniddle vs. high reference group. For the reference groups, the middle

ability group díd not make a statistically significant gain when compared

wirh the high ability group (t = 2.051, p >.05).

The 1ow ability combination group made a significanÈ gain when

compared wiËh the high ability combination group (t = 3,959, p <.05) but

not. r,¡hen compared with the low vs. high ability reference group. Since

the lor¿ vs. high ability reference group also made a signifícanË gain

(t = 3.549, p <.05), this gain cannot be attributed to rhe effect of

treatment.

General Question 4

trrrhat is the relaËionship among the three treatments--sentence-

reduction, sentence-expansion, and a combination of both sentence-

reductíon and senËence-expansion--for fourth-grade students within high'

rniddle, and low ability groups based on sËrucËural and lexical cloze

Ëes ts ?

Hypothesis 4.1 There are no significant differences ín the mean

structural and lexical eLoze readíng comprehension scores rvhen considering
the pre- and post-tests for the hígh ability treatment groups (sentence-
reducËion, sentence-expansion, or a combination of both sentence-reduction
and senËence-expansion) .

Since the analyses of variance díd noÈ reveal a significant
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treatment x ability x time interacËíon for either Ehe structural or the

lexical cLoze Ëest, Ëhís hypothesis was accepted. There r¡las no signifí-

cant difference between the mean scores for the high ability treatment

groups as a result of the t,reatments.

An examination of the mean dífferences from pre- to posË-test

times for the high ability groups as measured by the structural cLoze

test (Table 4.3) indÍcaËes that the greatest but nonsígnificant gaín was

made by Ëhe sentence-reducËíon treatment group (2.29) and that Ëhis gain

was also greater than that of the reference group (1.67). The next

greatest gain from pre- to post-Ëest time was made by the combination

treatment group (1.75) and this gain was also greater than thaË of the

reference group (L.67). The least gaín from pre- to post-cest tíme r,ras

made by Ëhe senÈence-expansion treaÈment group (1.66), this being very

slighrly less than that of the reference group (1.67). 0n the lexical

cLoze Ëest all high abiliËy groups experienced a loss in mean differences

between pre- and post-Êest tímes (-faUte 4,4), The sentence-reduction

treatmenË group experienced the least loss from Pre- to post-test time

1-.85) and rhis was less than Ëhat suffered by the reference group (-4.00).

The conbínation treatment group had the greatesÈ loss (-6.fl) and the

sentence=expansion gïoup Ëhe next greatest (-5.00). Both of these treat-

ment groups experienced a greater loss Ëhan the reference group (-4.00).

Hypothesis 4.2 There are no signifícant differences in the mean

structural and fexical cLoze reading comprehension scores when eonsideríng
the pre- and post-Lests for the middle ability Ëreatment groups (senËence-

reduction, sentence-expansion, or a combination of both sentence-reductíon
and sentence-expansion) .

The analyses of varÍance did not reveal a significant Ëreatment x

ability x time interacËion for eiEher the sËructural or the lexical cLoze
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test, Èherefore this hypoËhesis was accepted. There was rio signíficant

difference betT,reen the mean scores for the high ability treatment grouPs

as a result of the treatments.

In comparíng the mean differences from pre- to Post-t.est times

for Ëhe middle abiliÈy groups as measured by the structural cloze tesË

(Table 4.3), r^ie see that all Ëreatment groups made greater buE nonsigni-

ficant gains ß.77, 4.87 and 5.76) than the reference group (2.L4) but

these gains \,/ere riot significant. Among the Ëreatment groups' the

greatesË but nonsignificanÈ gain was experíenced by the combination

treatment group (5.76), the next greatest by the senËence-expansion

group (4.87), and Ëhe least gain was made by the sentence-reduction

group (3.77) .

On the lexical cloze test (Table 4.4), all middle ability treat-

ment groups made greater but nonsignÍfícant gaíns from pre- Ëo post-test

Ëj-me than Ëhe middle abÍlity reference group (3.92). Among the treatment

groups, the greatest buÈ nonsignificant gain was made by the sentence-

reduction group (8.84), followed by the combination group (7.08) and

senËence-expansion group (6.67) .

Hypothesis 4.3 There are no significant differences in the mean

structural and lexical cLoze reading cornprehension scores when consídering
the pre- and post-tests for the low abiliÈy treatment groups (sentence-
reduction, sentence-expansion, or a combinatíon of both sentence-reductíon
and sentence-expansion) .

The analyses of varíance did not reveal a significanË treatment x

ability x time interacËi-on, therefore this hypothesis \üas accepted. There

was no significant difference betrveen the mean scores for the low ability

treatment groups as a result of the treatments-

In comparing the rnean differences from pre- to post-test tímes
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for the 1ow abiliËy groups as meaèured by Ëhe struct.ural cloze test

(Table 4.3), vre see ËhaL the greatest but nonsignificant gain was made

by the sentence-reducËion group (f3.20) and thaË this gain llas also

greater than that rnade by the low ability reference group (7.33). The

next greaËest gain from pre- to post-test time was made by the seriËerice-

expansion treatment group (12.50) with this gain also being greater than

Èhat made by the 1ow abiliEy reference group. The least gain was made

by the combinaEion treatment group (4.80), this being less Ehan thaË of

the reference group (7.33).

In comparing the mean differences from pre- to post-test Ëimes

for Ëhe low ability groups as measured by the lexíca1 cloze test

(Table 4.4), r,¡e find that all treaËment groups made greater but nonsig-

nificant gains than the 1ow ability reference group (11.00). Among the

Ëreatment groups, the greatesË gain was made by the sentence-expansion

group (16.87) followed by the sentence-reduction group (14.91), and the

combinaÈion group (L4.87). There was only a very slight difference in

gains experienced by the sentence-reducÈion and combination groups

Q4.91, compared to 14.87).

InteracËions

Following the analyses of variance, multiple t-tests hTere com-

puted to prohe the time x ability in¡eraction. The means for each

ability group were compared at pre- and post-tesË times (T, and Tr).

The rate of Type I error !,ras controlled at d = .05 by usÍng the Tukey

(1953) criterion of significance. Thus, a difference was judged statis-

Ëically sígnifieant if the absolute value of the difference exceeded the
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Tukey critical value (c.v.), that is rn¡here q is the upper .05

percentÍ1e point of the studentized range distríbution. The results of

the Ë-tests for the Eime x abilíty interaction wíthin groups are pre-

sented ín Tables 4.7 and 4.8 and the betrveen groups comparísons are

presented in Tables 4.9 ar.d 4.L0.

The time x ability interaction within groups was signíficant

for the uriddle and low abílÍty groups as measured by both the structural

and lexical cloze tests. This interactíon vlas not statistically sígni-

ficant for the hígh ability group as measured by the structural cLoze

test. This indicaLes that time between pre- and post-tests had a sig-

nificant effect on reading comprehension as measured by the sËructural

ciroze test for Ehe low and middle abílity groups but not for Èhe high

abiliËy groups.

On the lexical cloze test, Ëhe Èime x ability ínteraction r¡Ias

signifÍcant for all ability groups but for the high ability group thís

\¡/as a significant negative interaction. It would appear that the trend

observed for the hígh and low groups on the structural cloze test (a

decrease in mean differences for the hÍgh group and an increase for the

low group) was even more evident in the results of the lexical cLoze

test.

These findings indicate that for both the sËructural and lexical

cloze tests, time betr"reen the pre- and post-tesEs had a significant posi-

tive effect for the middle and lov¡ ability groups. For the high abilíty

groups, the time betr^reen pre- and post-tests did not have a significant

posiEíve effect. The results for Ëhe high abilíty groups may índicate a

possible ceili-ng effect in that many subjects \,7ere unable to achieve a
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Table 4.7

t-Test for Ehe Time x Abí1ity InËeraction Within Groups
SEructuraL CLoze

Mean Difference
Ability between T, and T,

High

Middle

Low

1.852

4. r82

9.481

r.524

5 . 380/.

7.803*

c.v. at 4 = .05 f.or df = 2, l0B = I.99

Table 4. B

t-Test for the Time x Ability Interaction trlithin Groups
Lexical CLoze

Mean Difference
Ability between T, and T,

High

Middle

Low

-4.20

6.633

14 .36 I

-3.010r.

5 .640"*

I0. 460*

c.v. at o<= .05 Íor df = 2, 108 = 1.99
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hÍgher score on the posË-ËesÈ than had been achieved on the pre-Ëest..

In partícu1ar, this seems to be quiËe evÍdenË for the lexical cloze Ëest

where 14 out of 35 high abílity subjects achieved scores ranging from

60 to 83 percent on the pre-test.

A comparison of the time x abilíty between groups interacËion

was sígnificant for all group eomparisons. There were significant dif-

ferences beÈr,¡een the high, mÍddle, and 1or,¡ ability groups boËh at pre-

test Ëime and at post-tesÈ Èíme. These findings indicate that the three

abílity groups performed differently both on the cLoze reading comprehen-

sion pre-tests, andËhe post-tests. These results were to be expected

sínce the subjects were assigned to the reading ability groups according

to the scores obtained on the structural and lexical cLoze pre-tesËs.

Qualitative Análysis

Since statistical analyses of the pre- and post-test scores

obtained by the subjects on Ëhe sËructural and lexical cLoze tests showed

that considerable differences may exist between Ehe two tests (note

Fígure 4.1), two types of post. hoc qualitative analyses vrere made of

selected responses to determine what these differences might be. First,

a type Ëo token ratio count of responses for lexícal deletions l{as con-

ducted for ten randomly selected subjecEs across treatment groups. Fo1-

lowing this, a comparison of responses for randomly selected noun and

verb slots rras made for the structural cLoze pre- and Post-tests and

the lexical pre- and post-tests for all subjects in the sentence-expansion

treatment group.

Type Èo Token Ratio Count

The type to Ëoken raËÍo may be used as an index of verbal
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diversífication (Froese, L977). The count of different rvord responses

(types) and total word responses (tokens) rvas based on exact responses

for each selected slot. On both Lhe strucËural and lexical cloze pre-

and post.-tests Ëhe selected slots r¿ere all nouns, verbs, adjectives, and

adverbs. This type Èo token ratio count r'ras carried out on Ëhe pre- and

post-tests of ten randomly selected subjects across the treatment groups.

These findings are presenËed in Tables 4.11 and 4.L2.

By referring to Tables 4,11 and 4.L2 Lx may be seen that there

is more varÍabiliEy for lexical deletíons in the structuraL cLoze tests

as evidencedby the higher ratio averages (.550 and .472). This suggests

less constraint on these sloÈs which results in fer¿er correcÈ restora-

tions. There is less variability for lexical deletions in the lexíca1

cloze tests as evidencedby the lower ratio averages (.390 and .428), thus

ímplying more constraint on these slots. This suggests that on the lexí-

caL cloze Ëest there is less varÍabílity which results in more correct

restorations. These findings indicate that Ëhe structural and lexical

cLoze tests are províding differerit measures of reading comprehension.

Comparison of Noun and Verb Responses

Síx noun slots and Ëhree verb slots r¡rere randomly selected from

each of Ëhe structural and lexicaL cLoze pre- and post-tests and these

responses T¡¡ere examined for each of the 30 subjeets in Ëhe sentence-

expansion treatmerit group. The exact responses for these slots were

compared for the structural cloze pre- and post-tests and for the lexical

cloze pre- and post-tests (see Table 4.f3).

Table 4.13 shows thât a greater percentage of nouns than verbs

$rere. correctly replaced on both Ëhe structural and lexical- cloze tests.
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Pre-Test Type
Deletions

Table 4" I

to Token Ratio of
of Ten Randomly

I
Responses for Lexícal

Selected Subjects

Responses StructuraL CLoze Lexical CLoze

Nouns

Verbs

Adj ecËives

Adverbs

Average

.478

.666

.557

.500

.550

.363

.470

.428

.300

. 390

Post-test Type
IJeletions

Table 4. 12

to Token Ratio of Responses for Lexical
of Ten Randomly Selected Subjects

Responses StrucËural Cloze Lexícal CLoze

Nouns

Verbs

Adj e ctives

Adverbs

Average

.320

.600

.466

.500

.47 2

.33r

.437

.600

1,L)

.428
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PosË-tests reveal opposite trends for the structural and lexical cLoze

Ëests. On the structural cloze posË-Lests Ëhere was a greater increase

in the number of exact responses for nouns on the sÈructural cloze than

on the lexical cLoze post-tests (13.89 vs. 11.67 percent increase) but

for verbs there T¡ras an increase ín the number of exacÈ replacements for

the lexÍcaL cLoze posË-tests and a slight decrease for the structural

cloze posË-tests (-1.11 deerease vs. 10 percent increase).

Summary

The specifíc sËatistical procedures which r¿ere used in analyzing

the data for testing the various hypotheses and the results of these

hypotheses have been described earlíer in this chapter. The post hoc

qualítative procedures which were used to anaLyze test responses have

also been described.

General Findings. The overall analyses of variance (Tables 4.1

and 4.2) revealed thaÈ the sentence-reduction, sentence-expansion, and

combination sentence-reductíon and sentence-expansion treatmenËs did not

have a significant effect on the studentst reading comprehensíon as

measured by Ëhe structural and lexical cLoze tests. However, the Behrens

Fisher t-tests which v/ere used to probe subaspects of selected nonsigni-

ficanË general factors did indicate some significant effects. idhile

comparisons between treaLment and reference groups were not significant,

there vrere significant comparisons wiEhin lreatment groups from pre- to

post-test scores.

Sentence-reduction and sentence-expansion practice significantly

improved the reading comprehension of the 1ow ability groups on the

strucËuraj- cToze test \,ühen compared with the míddle or high ability groups
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for each treatment (Table 4.5). SenLence-expansion practice also signi-

ficanË1y improved Ëhe reading comprehension of the low ability group on

the lexicaL cLoze test rqhen compared with the middle ability grouP

(Table 4.6) and for the rniddle ability group rvhen compared with Ëhe hígh

ability group. The low abiliËy sentence-expansion group obtaíned the

lowest pre-ËesË score (26.75) and experienced the largest gain in mean

differences (16.87) from pre- to post-test time.

A combinaËion of senËence-reduction and sentence-expansion prac-

Ëice significantly affected the reading comprehension of the rniddle

ability group on Èhe lexical cLoze ÈesË when compared r'/iEh Ehe hígh

ability group (Table 4.6).

Comparison of Means. A comparison of pre- and post-test mean

scores for Êhe three ability groups within each treatment grouP is pre-

senËed in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. In comparing the mean scores of each

ability group with Bormuth's (1967) criteria for instructional level

(equals 75 to 85 percent on a multiple-choice test), it can be seen that

at pre-test time all low abílity groups were well below insLructional

leve1 (45 to 52 percent) on both the strucÈural and lexical cloze tests.

At post-test time the differences beEween the ability groups

were reduced. For the lor,r ability groups, the sentence-reduction group

was closest Ëo instructional leve1 on the structural cloze test (having

a meari score of 43.60 percent) . On the lexical cLoze test, only the

loru ability sentence-reduction group (with a mean score ot 45.72 percent)

reached instructional level. Although the lov¡ ability sentence-expansion

group did not quite reach instructional level (having a mean score of

43.62 percent) they had the lowest mean score at pre-Èest time (26.75
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percenL) and experienced the greaËest gain in mean scores (L6.87 percent)

between pre- and post-tests. The 1ow abí1iËy combination reductíon-

expansion group was also near ínsËrucËional level (r'¿iËh a mean score of

44.37 percenË) on the lexical eLoze post-test while Lhe low ability

reference group was furthesË fïom insEructíonal level (with a mean score

of 39.22 percent) on the post-Èest.

Although there \¡/ere no sÈaEistically significant differences

betr¿een the treatment groups, Figure 4.2 does indicate that wittrin tTeat-

menÈ groups the sentence-reducËion practice T,ras most effective for the

low ability groups and a combination of sentence-reductíon and sentence-

expansion practice vras most effective for the middle ability groups as

measured by the structural cLoze test. On the lexical cLoze cesÈ, the

low abilíty sentence-expansion group and the micldle ability senËence-

reduction group made the greatest gains from pre- Èo post-test Ëime.

Pre- to posL-test gains r^rere a significant facËor bet¡¿een grouPs

but within groups iË was a signifícant positive factor only for the 1ow

and middle ability groups. The ÈreaËmenË x ability interaction within

group comparisons also confírmed the abíliËy x time (gains) ínteracËions

which indicaËed that the tÍme between pre- and posË-tests r¡ras a signifi-

cant factor for the low and middle ability groups but not for the high

ability groups. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show ËhaE all high ability groups

ríere at, or above inst.ructional level at pre-test time and their perform-

ance on the strucÈural cLoze improved only slightly at Post-test time.

On the lexícal cLoze, pre-test performance \^las very high and post-Eest

performance r¡ras lower than at pre-test time. These resulËs índicated a

ceiling effect for the high ability group in that iË was unlikely that
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many subjecÈs rrould be able to achieve a hígher score

For 14 out of 35 subjects pre-test scores ranged from

Ëhese are unusually high cloze scores.

post-Ëest time.

to 83 percenË;

The facË Ëhat beËT"reen groups comparísons for treatmenË effect

rnrere not a significanL factor in the presenË study may be due to the

short treatmenË period of only ten lessons or Ëhat Ëhe Èest insËruments

ürere noL sensitive to measuring such differences.

Relationship to OËher Fíndings. Previous research findings re-

garding the effects of senËence-expansion (sentence-combining) or sentence-

reduction on reading comprehension have remained inconclusive. Shockley

(L974) found no significant increase in studentsl reading comprehension

after twelve weeks of senËence-combiníng instrucÊion r,rhíle Hughes (1975)

and Klassen (L976) reported results similar to those of the present study.

After sentence-combíning praeticg experimental subjects exceeded the

control subjects on mean scores of reading comprehension but then gains

rrere not statistically significant. Kurushima (f979) found that sentence-

corubining instruction significantly influenced thÍrd-gradersr reading

comprehension after eight lessons. Straw (1978) also found both sentence-

reduction and senLence-expansion instruction to have a sígnificant effect

on reading comprehension. The present study adds to the above fíndings

in that it provides some addiLional insights as to the effectiveness of

sentence-reducÈion and sentence-expansion praetice for students of varying

1evels of reading ability.

OtDonnell and King (L974) found that sentence analysis (sentence-

reductíon) and resynthesís (sentence-expansíon) practice had no sÍgnifi-

cant effect on the reading comprehension of lor¡ abí1Íty readers in the

at

60
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seventh grade. fn the present study, lor,¡ abílíty readers made signifi-

cant gains in reading comprehensíon when compared with high and/or middle

ability readers. Some of the middle abílity groups also made significant

gains in reading comprehension when compared with high abíliEy readers.

This indicated that low and rniddle abilíty readers ín this fourth-grade

sample did benefiÈ from seritence-reduction and senterice-expansion practice.

These resulÈs may be due to the fact that Èhe sentences which were used

for practice urere taken directly from fourth-grade reading materials, thus

assisting sÈudents in developing an understanding of the synÈactic struc-

tures which are found in these materials.

The qualitative analysis revealed differences between the struc-

tural and lexical cloze tests which are supporËed by l.Ieaver's (1977b1'

1977e) findings. !treaver found Ëhat structural deletions correlated wiÈh

vocabulary while lexical delerions correlated with story comprehension.

In Ëhe presenL study, lexical response slots in the structural cloze test

were more constrained than lexical slots on the lexical cloze test on

both pre- and post-tests. According to i,Ieaver (L977b) one mÍghE expect

fer¿er exact replacements and utore synonym replacemenËs on a lexÍcal cloze

test but in this study this was not the case. trnlhether Ëhese results can

be attributed merely to test peculiarity or to treatment effect would

only be conjecture and would require furÈher study. However, oEher find-

íngs which are discussed beIow, do suggest the possibility of treatment

effect.

A revealing or enlighteníng finding on the lexicaL c|oze test was

that twice as manv verbs !/ere correctly replaced en the post-test as had

been replaced on Èhe pre-test (Table 4.13). These results r^rere not true
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for the structural cloze where there was lítt1e mean difference (-f.11)

between pre- and post-tests. Froese (L977) reported that verb resËora-

Ëions r¿ere less consisÈent than noun restorations. In vier^¡ of these

findings, the increase in correct verb replacement on the lexicaL eloze

by subjects ín the present study is very encouraging and suggests that

practíce in manipulating the syntacLic strucËures of sentences had a

positive effect on the reading comprehension of Ëhese fourth-grade sÈu-

dents. According to Simons (1970), determinaËion of main verbs j.s con-

sidered to be necessary for the recovery of deep structure ín sentences

and it is an important aspect of reading comprehension. Guthriers (1973)

findings that the comprehension of verbs and function words ín silent

reading rrrere determined by syntactic cues also lends support to these

assumpËions.

In this chapter, t.he four general questions posed at the beginning

of the study and their accompanying specific hypotheses have been evaluated

and discussed in detail. The conclusions based on these fíndings, appli-

cations t.o educational pract.ice, and suggesËions for further research are

presenEed in Chapt.er 5.



Chapter 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The major purpose of this study \,¡as Lo investigate the effecls

of pracÈíce in senËence-reduction, sentence-expansion, and a combinatíon

of both sentence-reduction and sentence-expansion on the reading compre-

hension of fourth-grade students. Since previous research has shornrn that

practíce in sentence-combining (or sentence-expansion) affects Ëhe syntac-

t.íc maturíty of element.ary grade st.udentst performance in r¡ritten language

(Mellon, L969;0'Hare, L973; Combs, 1975), it has been hypothesized that

it may also have a positive effect on reading comprehension. OËher re-

search (Fagan, L97L) has led to the opinion that practice in sentence-

reducËion might also affect Ehe reading comprehension of students in the

elementary grades.

The purpose of sentence-reduction practice rnias to assist students

in breakíng dovrn compound or complex sentences into simple, kernel sen-

tences and Ëhe purpose of sentence-expansion was to assisË students in

combining Ë\.ro or more simple sentences to produce compound sentences (two

oï more independent clauses) or complex sentences (one independent clause

and one or more dependent clauses). A combínation of both senterice-

reductíon and sentence-expansion practíce was aimed at assisting students

j-n breaking dov,m complex senËences to simple sentences and then recombin-

ing thern to form either Ëhe original sentence or paraphrases of Ëhe

ori-ginal sentence.

In this study, ans!üers vrere sought for four general questÍons:

L04
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1. trIil1 practice in sentence-reducËion (finding the kernel

sentences in compound or complex sentences) have an effect on the reading

comprehension of fourth-grade sËudents vlithin high, middle, and low

ability groups based on sÈrucËural (deletion of every fifth word) and

lexical (deletion of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs) cLoze tests?

2. Will practice in sentence-expansion (cornbÍning kernel sen-

Ëences to make compound or complex senËences) have an effecÈ on the

reading comprehension of fourËh-grade students within high, niddle and

low ability groups based on strucËural and lexical cLoze tests?

3. Inlill practice in breaking dovm compound or complex sentences

ínto kernel sentences and then recombining Ëhem to form either the orj.-

ginal sentence or paraphrases of the original sentence have an effect on

the reading comprehensÍon of fourth-grade students u¡ithin high, middle,

and 1ow ability groups based on structural and lexical cloze tests?

4. Tl[hat is the relationship among the treatments--sentence-

reductíon, sentence-expansion, and a combínatj-on of both senËence-

reduction and sentence-expansion--for fourth-grade sËudents r¡/iËhin high'

middle, and 1ow abílity groups based on structural and lexical cLoze

tesËs ?

Summary of the Design

The subjecËs in this study vrere 120 fourth-grade students in two

schools in one greater I^Iínnípeg, Manitoba, Canada school division. The

subjects were assigned to three treatment groups--senËence-reduction,

sentence-expansíon, and a combinaEion of both sentence-reduction and

sentence-expansion--and one reference group. Each of Ëhe Èhree treat-

ment groups and the reference group contained 30 sËudents r¿ho r'¡ere
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randomly assigned to hÍgh, middle, and low reading ability groups based

orr scores obtaíned on t!üo different pre-tests in reading comprehension.

The tests v/ere a structuraL cLoze test and a lexical cLoze tesË. For

the sLructural cLoze test, subjecÈs obLaining a score of 50 percent or

greater on the pre-test were assigned Èo the high ability group; subjects

v¡hose scores ranged frorn 38 to 49 percent were assigned Ëo the middle

ability group; and subjects whose scores were less than 37 percerit r,rere

assigned to the low ability group. For the lexical cloze test, subjects

obtaíning a score of. 52 percent or greater on the pre-test were assigned

Ëo the high abilíty group; subjects r+hose scores ranged from 38 to 5l per-

cent \^reïe assigned to the middle ability group; and subjects whose scores

were less than 37 percent were assigned to the low ability group.

Treatment for the sentence-reduction group consisted of practice

ín reducing compound or complex sentences to simple, kernel senËences.

The sentence-expansion group treatmen! consisted of pracËice in combíning

(expanding) símp1e sentences to form compound or complex sentences. The

subjects in the combination sentence-reduction and senterice-expansion

treatmenË gloup practiced boËh of Ëhe above operations. The insËruc-

tional materials \,rere comprised of sentences which \,rere selected from

fourth-grade basal readers accordíng Eo the following criteria: sentences

containing structures which fourth-grade sËudents found difficult and

sentences conËainíng sËructures vrhich appeared with considerable frequency

in fourth-grade readers. Both a structural and a lexical cLoze test v/ere

adrninistered as post-tests inrnediately following the treatment period (ten

lessons of 30 minuËes each).
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Summary of Findings and Conclusions

The findings and conclusions are summarized as follows:

1. A three way analysis of varíance using the factors treatmenË,

ability, and Ëest-time (gains) rr¡ere computed for the structural cLoze

test (deletion of every fífth word) and the lexícal cloze tesË (deletÍon

of nouns and pronouns, verbs including auxilliaríes, adjecÈives, and

adverbs). There r¡rere no sÍgnifieant treatment by ability by gain inter-

actions between the four groups (three treaÈment groups and one'reference

group) and it was concluded that there r,rere no significant effects betrveen

groups for the treatmenËs--sentence-reduction, sentence-expansi-on, and a

combination of both sentence-reduction and sentence-expansion. (Pre- to

post-test gains v¡ere referred Eo as "Èime" in Tables 4.7 and 4.8.)

2. There were significant ability by gain interactions on the

analyses of variance and mulËiple t-Ëests (with the Tukey criterion of

signifícance) were used to probe these interactions, There were signi-

ficanË differences beEween the high, rniddle, and lor¿ ability groups in

each treatmerit group at pre-tesL time and at posË-test time. This indi-

cates that the high abÍlíty groups were different from the middle and

1ow ability groups and Èhe middle ability groups díffered from the low

ability groups at pre-test time and these dífferences $/ere still apparent

at post-test time. Since the subjects ín the ability groups had been

selecËed according to scores obtained on Ër¡ro pre-tesËs, these results

i^/ere to be expected.

3. There rvere signÍficant ability by gain interactions wíthin

the treaËment groups. Multiple t-tests (using the Tukey criterion of

signifícance) were computed Èo probe Èhese inEeractíons. 0n the
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sËructuraL cloze Ëest, gains from pre- to post-tests r^rere significant

for the middle and 1ow ability groups. 0n the lexical cloze Lest, gains

were significant for all groups but for Ëhe high ability group Ëhis was

a sígnificant negative interaction. This negat.ive inËeracÈion was attri-

buted to a ceiling effect experienced by some high-ability group subjecÈs

r,rho obtaíned very high scores on the lexical cloze pre-Ëest. hlhen scores

are at the exËreme of a distríbution they have a greater probability of

shifting Êoward Ëhe mean in a pretest-posttest design. This shift to the

mean may have resulted in the lower post-test scores for the high ability

group.

4. Although the overall analyses of variance díd noË indicate

signifÍcanL treatment by ability by gain interactions, the Behrens FÍsher

t-tests wiËh hÏelch solution for degrees of freedom vrere performed on

selected, nonsignificant effects to further probe the treatment by ability

interactions. The results of these t-tesÈs confirmed the findings of the

ability by gain interactions.

For the structural cloze tesË, the low ability sentence-reduction

and sentence-expansion treatment groups made significanË gains in reading

comprehension when compared r¿ith the high ability group and when compared

wiËh the low versus the high ability reference groups. The lov¡ ability

sentence-reduction and senËence-expansion treatment groups also made sig-

nificant gains in reading comprehension when compared r¿iÈh the middle

ability group and r¿hen compared with the low versus the middle reference

grouPS.

For Èhe lexical cloze test, the 1ow ability sentence-expansion

group made a significant gaín rvhen compared r¡ith the middle abÍlíty group
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and v/hen compared with the low versus the middle ability reference group.

The middle ability sentence-expansion group also made a significanË gain

on reading comprehension when compared with the high ability group and

when compared ¡,¡ith the rniddle versus the high ability reference groups.

The uriddle ability combination treatment group made a significant gain

ín readíng comprehension when compared with the high ability group and

when compared wiËh the middle versus high ability reference groups.

These results indicate lhat except for the low ability combina-

tion treatment group, the middle and low ability treatment groups have

made signíficant gains in reading comprehensÍon when compared rvith the

middle versus low ability reference groups.

5. No statistically sígnificant differences were found among

the three treatments--sentence-reduction, sentence-expansion, and a

combinatíon of both sentence-reducLion and sentence-expansion--for

students wiEhin high, middle, and low ability groups. No orie treatment

was staÈistically better than any other treatment for students ín this

sample. This finding agrees r.¡ith that of Strarv (f978) who also found

no st,atistically significant differences to exist between the sentence-

reduction and sentence-expansion treatments for the fourth-grade subjects

in his sample.

6. A type to token ratio counË of selected responses on the

structural and lexical cLoze tests indicated Ëhat the ÈT,ro tests Inrere

measuring different effects. The structural cloze slots ¡^¡ere found to

be less constrained than the lexical cloze sloËs for the subjects in

Ëhis sanple. This finding is somewhaL in disagreemenË v¡ith tr^leaver's

(f977c) findíng thaË there is a greater variaËion of responses to lexical
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cLoze items. on the other hand, cues to determine lexical slots may be

further apart and hence may provide more context as in the following

examples from the lexical and structural cLoze pre-tests in this study'

Example 1, ,Lexícal Cloze: 'rThe firsË parL of the (fright)
was Ëo the space (.sËatíon) which travelled through space between

the (-earth) and moon. "

Example 2, SËructuraL CLozez
cities but now (the) farnilY had
to live for (a) while-"

"Patches had always lived (in)
come to (Grandfather's) farm

From these examples it can be seen thaÈ in the lexical cloze all

of the deletions \¡Iere nouns whereas in the structural cloze a variety of

parts of speech was deleted. trùhether the fíndings of this study were due

to test peculiarity or to treaËment effect ís not clear'

T.Acomparisonofnounandverbexactreplicationsmadebythe

sentence-expansion group Índicated that on both the structural and lexi-

cal cloze tests more nouns ulere correctly replaced on the post-testS

(43.33 and 62,22 percent) than on the pre-tests Q9.44 and 50'55 percent) '

For verb replacements, there vIaS a slight decrease in correctly replaced

responses on the structural cloze test (from L6.66 to 15'55 percent) but

on the lexical cLoze te.st Lwice as many verbs vrere correctly replaced on

Ëhe post-test (20 percent) as had been replaced on Ëhe pre-test (10 per-

cenË). Since Froese (Lg77) found verbs to be mosË difficult to replace

and Guthrie (Lg73) found that comprehension of verbs and function words

was determined by syntactíc cues, these results may indicate that the

treatments \^rere effective in improving the subjectsr understanding of

the syntactic structures of sentences, an important aspecË of reading

comprehensíon. However, hleaver (L97lc) cautíons that it may be diffi-

culË to separate the structural and lexícal components of textual
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materials. He

degree with Ëhe

Díscussion

. Ëo an indeterminable

The findings of the present sËudy should be interpreËed in terms

of prevíous theory and research which vras discussed in Chapter 2.

Studies such as Èhose of Scrickland (L962), Ruddell (1963), and

Loban (1963; L976) have established that a relationship exists betT¡reen

childrents grammatical knowledge and the comprehension of their readJ.ng

materials. These findíngs have 1ed to the suggestion Ehat reading mate-

rials may need to reflecÈ more closely Èhe structures which children use

in their oral and writÈen language (nuddell, L963; Nurss, L969; Tatham,

L97O; Smith, 1-971; L973) or that reading insËrucËion should be desi-gned

so as to provide assistance to chíldren in understanding the language

structures which occur in their reading materials (Fagan, I97L; Pflaum,

L974).

The present sÈudy has attempted to address this problem first by

determining the structures which elementary-grade students found diffi-

cult (Robertson, L966; Sauer, L970; Fagan, L97L; Stoodt, L972; Guthrie,

L973; Richeck, L976a). Then, fourth-grade basal readers were surveyed

to determine whether these structures occurred ín the reading maËeríals

and last, sentences r¡rere selected directly from the readers based on

Ëhose structures which children found difficulË. Previous studies had

been criticized for using artificÍal or contrived language in the reading

mnËerials construcÈed for experimental purposes (Tatham, L97O; Richeck,

L976b).

stat,es, "Structure is confounded

lexical" (L977c).

The finding that the loi.r and middle ability Ëreatment groups made
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sígnifícant gains when compared rvith the hígh ability groups and the low

and middle versus the hÍgh abilíty reference groups, mâY be due to the

fact that insÈructíonal materials were selecËed according to críteria

r¡hích took into accounË the strucËures which studenËs found difficult.

This compares with Hughesr (1975) findings. Hughes suggest,ed that the

gains made by the low and niddle abílity readers indicated a close link

between a studentrs reading level and his or her slmtactic maturity 1evel.

However, for the high ability groups, these materials may not have matched

their developmental or insËructional levels, Ëhus reducing or inhibiting

gains.

The theory that recovery of deep structure is necessary for the

comprehensi.on of sentences (Chornsky, L965; Fodor, Bever, and Garrett'

L974) has led Ëo investigations of this concept (Simons, 1970) and to the

development of instructional methods such as sentence-reduction and

sentence-expansion as a means of developing deep structure recovery abi-

lities in children.

The findings of numerous research studies have provided evidence

Ëhat sentence-combining (sentence-expansion) significantly affecEs the

syntactie maturiEy of studentsr performance in v¡ritten language (Mellon,

L969; O'Hare, L973; Combs, I975). The significant results of these

studies combined r^rith theoretical constructs have led researchers to also

investigate the effect of sentence-combiníng practice on reading compre-

hension but the findings have remained inconclusive. Mixed results have

been reporLed, i.rith significant effects occurring on some measures of

reading comprehension and nonsignificant effects on other measures for

the same sub-jects (Hughes, 1975; Combs , 1975; Levine, L976; Straw, 1978).
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not statistically sígnificant dífferences

groups (Shockley, L974; Klassen, L976).
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increases in mean scores but

between treatment and control

Studies investigating the effeeËs of both sentence-expansíon and

senËence-reducËion (Stedman, L97L; Fisher, L973; OtDonnell and King,

L974) also reporÈ mixed results. Some subjects made significant gaíns

in reading comprehension while oËhers did not. In a study r¿hich included

senËence-reduction practice as a separate Ereatment, Straw (1978) found

that the experimental subjects performed significantly better ori a lexical

cloze reading comprehension Ëest but not on the Nelson Reading Skills Test.

There is a problern in that different tests appear to be measuring reading

comprehension in different r¡rays.

This sLudy, like some reported above, noted an increase in mean

scores from pre- to post-test time but these gains \^rere riot statistically

significant when Ëhe treatment groups r¡/ere compared with Èhe reference

group. Similar to Hughesr (L975) study, the low and middle reading abi-

liLy groups withín the treatment groups made significant gains.

Standardized rnultiple-choice Ëests of reading comprehension and

the traditional "any word" deletions of every fifth word in eLoze tests

have not proven successful in determining the effects of treatment. on

reading comprehension (Combs, L975: Levine, I976; Klassen, L976). Find-

ings from the present study indicate that ot,her measures such as lexical

cloze Ëests and qualiËative analyses of responses might prove to be more

sensitíve measures in deterrnining the effects of treatments emphasizing

the manipulation of syntactic structures in sentences. Straw (f978) and

Kurushima (L979) have also had some encouragíng resulËs when subjects
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ürere tesËed on several measures of reading comprehension written at dif-

ferent levels of syntactic complexíËy. Straw, in hís study, used a

lexj-cal cLoze test written at three levels of syntactic complexity.

It is evidenË that in order to measure the effects of programs

desígned Ëo enhance studentsr syntacËíc skills, better measuring devices

must be found and their use replicated as has been done in the measure-

ment of written skills through the development of Huntrs T-unít (Hunt,

1e6s) .

Límitations of the Study

The following limitatj-ons need Ëo be recognized when considering

lhe findings in this study. The limítations presenËed in Chapter t have

been restated and further lirnitations as recognized by Ehe investigator

have been reporËed.

l. The ínvesLigatíon r¿as limíted Lo anaLyzíng dat.a for fourth-

grade students in two schools in one suburban school division and cannot

be generalízed beyond thís setting.

2. Due to time constTaints imposed by the school dívision, the

study consisted of only ten lessons over a five-week períod.

3. Measurement of the sËudentsr performance rüas limited to the

accuracy and validíty of the strucLural and lexicaL cLoze tests used as

measuring devices.

4. The experimenter administered the tesËs and instructed the

experimental groups but did not instruct the reference group. Experi-

menter bias cannot be ruled out.

5, The unequívalence of Ëhe cToze tests must be considered.

The tests were initially equated according to one readabílity level and
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one syntacËic complexity level (see Appendix B). This may not be appro-

priat.e for sËudents reading at different levels.

6. Readability formulas and other linguistic formulas may not

be assessíng Ehe true difficulty level of the cLoze test.s.

7. Exact repetition of the instrucËional methods may be impos-

sible to replícate because of the open-ended naËure of the instructional

procedure and therefore comparísons of the findings must be viewed v¡ith

caution.

Implicatíons for Educational Practice

A number of result.s from this study have implications for ínstruc-

tional practiee.

1. Teachers require knowledge concerning the development of

synËactic structures in the language of elementary-grade students in order

Ëo analyze and structure exercises in sentence-expansion and senËence-

reduction.

2. There is a need to examine the basal readers to determíne the

sËructures which elemenEary-grade studenËs find diffícult. The fo11owÍng

âre examples of difficult strucËures Ëaken from Driftwood and rìandelions,

Thomas Nelson and Sons (Canada) Limited:

Mrs. Gray was feelíng very happy as she rushed into the wardrobe
room where Ëhey found her a pretty blue dress (p. 57).

They raced off, chasing each oËher up the path that wound betr¡een
the painted frame houses on the fringe of the village, then clam-
bered down from ledge to ledge of rusted brov¡n and purple rock
like mounÈain goats who thrive on heights (p. 18).

The first sentence contains one independent clause, a phrase, and two right-

embedded, dependent clauses. The second sentence contains one independent

clause; tT¡/o deletions of the pronoun "theyr" several phrases,
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the present participle "chasing," and three dependent clauses. From

these examples ít can be seen that a variety of syntactic structures j-s

found in fourth-grade textual materials and that these structures differ

in levels of complexity.

3. Instruction in sentence-reduction and sentence-expansion is

of benefít to students of middle and low reading ability.

4. It is important to provide the proper level of instructional

materials for students of varying reading abilities. From the results

of this study, it appeared that the high reading ability students requíred

materials of hígher syntactic complexity.

5. The ínstructíonal 1evel construct (Bormuth's L967 críteria of

45 to 52 percent on cloze tests) Ís also an ímportant one sÍnce students

do score dífferently on materials written at different leve1s of syntactic

complexity (also confirmed by Straw, 1978 and Kurushima, 1979).

ImplicaËions for Future Research and Development

This study has províded addit.ional information regarding the

effects of practíce j-n sentence-reduction and sentence-expansion on the

reading comprehension of fourth-grade students but it has also raised

issues which requÍre further investigation. Some of these are:

1. There is a need to operationally defíne and outline the

ínstrucËiona1 procedures that constitute sentence-reduction and sentence-

expansíon.

2. More refined measurement techníques and devices need to be

developed to measure the effects of syntactic manÍpulatj-on of sentence

structures on reading comprehension and these methods must be of the

type that can be replicated easily
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3. Results of rhe present study and that of Straw (1978) sug-

gest that lexical eloze rnay be a more sensitíve measure of studentsr

understanding of syntactic strucEures than the "any word" deletion of

every fífth word. This measure needs to be validated experímentally.

4. Experimental studies need to be extended to use materials

more representative of classroom maËerials as a basis for sentence-

reduction and sentence-exparision practice, rather Lhan use maËerials

developed purely for experimental purposes.

5. There is a need to investigate the feasibility of training

classroom Eeachers in sentence-exparrsíon and sentence-reduction so that

they are able to develop instructional materials for their students.

6. Further comparisons of rhetori-cal approaches to senterice-

expansion and sentence-reduction as used in this study, and arhetorical

approaches need to be considered (Zamel, 1980).
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StructuraL CLoze Pre-Test

IN THE I^IOODS

Danrs face flushed with (excítement) as he looked at
(ttre) green fields and rolling (hills) ahead. It r¡7as a

L29

(brieht)
In the

the
ciLies

(beautiful) bríght day in early
dor¿n (the) dirt road enjoyíng
dust (between) hÍs Ëoes. From

delicious smell of

(June) . Slowly he wandered
the (cool) feel of Powdered

the (nearby) field of clover
honey. (Patches) was running

(was)

ahead, barking (eagerly)

But Dan didn't $/ant (to) go any faster. There
t,oo much t,o see ! (big) , clumsy bumblebees hummed and
butterflíes floated silently from (Olqqq-q*) to blossom.

hole. The big white

(ta11) grass a bird swayed (joyously) as it sang a
(lively) Ëune. Dan took a (deep) breath and whistled

back (aE) the bírd.

Then another (whistle) close by made hin (stop)
There, on a small (rnound) beside its hole' üras (a)
strange líttle animal. It (was) standing on iËs hind (legs) ,

wiggling iËs nose. Patches (had) seen ít too, but (as)
Ëhe dog bounded toward the woodchuck hurried dor,¡n (its)

was sniffing eagerly at (the)
hole, growling softly, and (digging) r¿ith his claws. It (was)

not safe for the (r,roodchuk) to come out when (Patches) was

around.

Dan and (Patches) had a lot to (leqrn) about
country. Dan (and) Patches had always lived (in)
but novr ( ttre) family had come to
live for (a) whi-le. Living in the (country) was
experr-ence (for) him. Nor,¡ he was (an) exPlorer
through unknown (lands) , discovering strange nev/ anímals
all sorts of things

AdapËed from
ttlnlings in Ëhe l,{oods,tt Ventures Book 4,
I^I. J. Gage Lirnited, ToronEo, OnËario, 1968,2L2-2L4.

farm Ëo
a nelrl
going

(and)
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StructuraL CLoze PosË-Test

THE SECRET CAVE

Inlhen breakfast rüas over, (Saruny) and Rex went off (to)
the secreË cave. Sammy (moved) the stones a\¡iay
opening and they wiggled (in) . As soon as Ëhey
Sammy pressed the on hís flashlight.
on a large room (wíth) shimmering, \,ret walls.

A (lirtle) brook ran out of

(cave) on the other
(If) he could dig

to crawl through there.

from (the)
(rere) insi¿e,

It (shone)

deep crevice in the

to the (cave) . There musL be another
side (of) the wal1, he thought.
under (the) wa1l, he might be (able)

(seemed)

(bact) rvall. Sarnmy knew iË (was) Ehe same brook which
(he) had followed

work.
the

(Sammy) put the flashlight dov¡n (gently) and went to
(rr ) vras easy digging along (the) sandy banks of

(brook) but he didnrt have (much) luck in making the
(openíng) larger. As fast as (he) dug away the sand,
(the) water spread out and (fi1led) the opening. AË last
(he) had to give up.

(Just) then there r^ras a (loud) crash. Sammy turned
his (light) toward the sound. He (had) dug away the sand

(on) which the rocks of (the) back wa11 were resting.
(As) the brook washed away (the) sand, the rocks had

(settled) dou¡n and one large (rock) had crashed to the
(ground) , leaving a large hole (in) Èhe r,rall. Saurmy

climbed (up) and held his flashlighË (to) the hole.

Sparkling in ( trre ) light were walls r,¡hich (looked)
like pink coral and (sËrange) , rocky columns. The cave
to stTetch for miles (and) miles into the darkness.

Adapted from
ttThe Secret Caver" Roads to EverJ¡where,
Ginn and Company, Toronto, L964, 24-26.



Lexical CLoze Pre-Test

It v¡as the summer of 1985
(wondered) r¡hat he would do

v¡as the (chief) engineer of
now he was (working) on }{oon
experimenËs on the (moon)

131

A HOLIDAY IN SPACE

(School) had closed and Bob
for the (holidavs) Bobrs father
outer space
Base. He

(experiments) . Just
(was) finishing some

Bob r¿as proud of (his) father
but as time (r¿ent) on, he missed him (more) and more.

Then, the (very) next day a message (arrived) from
Moon Base. Bob's (father) would be returning to (earth) in
a couple of (weeks) and he had requested Bob join him
for (his) last two weeks on the (moon) This r¡ou1d be the

(mosË) excíting holiday he had (ever) had !

The next day (Bob) started on his journey to the
(rnoon) The first part of the (flight) r¡ras to the space
(staËion) which travelled through space between the (earth)

and the moon. This (part) of the trip was (made) in a
rocket ship (called) a ferry.

Before take-off, (Bob) put on a pressurized (space)
suit and fastened his (seat) belt. At first Bob (couldnrt)
hear anything. Then he (turned) on the radio, which (was)
parË of Ëhe helmet, and (he) could hear everything that

(r"rent) on inside the rocket (ship)

In a few minutes (Bob) had reached the space (station)
Although
sËation,
it could
all the
below.

he had heard (his) father tell about the
it rnras even (more) rvonderful than he had
be. Most of (a11) Bob liked to look (down) at

brilliant Ìrirtte) ctouds between him "@

Adapted frour
ttTo the Moon and Back,tt
The Ginn Basic Readers,
Toronto, OnÈario, 1964,

Roads to Everywhere,
Ginn and Company,
155-158.



Lexical C7-oze Post-Test

CLOSE PLAY AT HOME-BASE

Jack picked up his glove and ran out,. (It) r¡/as an
honor to (play) left fíeld and ft. (rãtttãJ--- to show the
coach (tirat) he could handle his (new) position.

Then the píÈcher (threr¿) , and Jack heard a (crack)
as rhe bar hir the (ba11) The ball came sailÍng toward

(his) eyes, trying Ëo judge
(ba11) had been hit too

(híur) . He followed it with
(r"¡here) to play ÍË. But the
(hard) and i-t was going over

L32

(his) head.

without thinking of the (steep)

loose but the (bucket) vrould
there was (no) time to pull

(tatf) back, or the run
(he) v¡as he couldn'Ë see

as he r¡¡ent,.
on his foot.

He backed up
drop behÍnd hi-m. As

(q"iqkly)
(he) lost his balance, Jack (fe11)

down the slope. Ile (junped) up instantly and scrambled (after)
the bal1, which had (fallen) among the Ërash. Tin (cans) and
paper were flying (as) he grabbed for it. (He) got his
hands on the (ba11) , straightened up, and stepped (right) into
A DUCKCE

He (tried)
rÌot
ir

come off (his)
(off) . He

(wou1d) score.

Ëo shake it
fooË and

had to get the
BuË from r^¡here

(anyone) to throw it Lo.

(Jack) stumbled up the hil1, (fa1line)
(was) awfully hard to

over from (center)
relayed the ball to the (shortstop) , ruho threw iË home.

The (play) was close but the (runner) was out !

IT
As
to

(he)
run with a

of the
(bucket)

(hi11)
(Tour)

reached the top
, who had come

he threw Ehe ball
to cover the p1ay.

(He)

Adapted from
"The Trouble with Francisr"
T^I. J. Gage Limited, Toronto,

Vent.ures Book 4,
1968, 63-66.
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DIFFICI]LTY LEVELS OF THE CLOZE TESTS



Comparison of t.he Difficulty Levels of the Four Cloze TesËs

StrucËuraL CLoze

L34

Lexical CLoze

Pre-test PosË-test Pre-test Post-test

Readability Grade Level*

Total number of words

Number of SenËences

Average Sentence LengËh

Number of T-uníts

Total number of deleËions

Nouns (and pronouns)

Verbs (including
auxi-1liaries )

Adj ectives

Adverbs

4.56

254

20

L2.70

26

9.76

4 "5L

254

L9

13. 36

24

10.58

4.s4

255

18

L4.L6

¿J

11. 0B

4.5L

256

19

L3.47

26

9.84

3

Average T-unit LengÈh

Golubts Syntactic Density
Score (Grade Level)

Comparison of Lexical Deletions for the Four Cloze Tests

Structural Cloze

Pre-test Post-test Pre-Ëest Post-test

Lexical Cloze

50

15

47

24

10

48

22

L2

50

T4

J.ReadabilÍty Grade Level computed
the Dale-Chall (f948) Formula and
conversíon scores.

2

according to
tr^Iílliams (L972)



1.
,)

J.

5.

6.

Golub I s SyntacÉíc Density Score

Description

Total number of words
Total number of T-units
trrlords/T-unít

Subordinate clauses/T-unít
Main clause word length (mean)

Subordinate clause word length (mean)

Number of Modals (wi11, shall, can,
may, must, would .)

Number of Be and llave forms
in the auxilliary

Number of prepositional phrases

Number of possessive nouns
and pronouns

135

Loading Frequency LxF

.95

.90

.20

.50

.65

.40

1E

.70

x

x

x

X

X

Y

x

.60 x

.85 x

7.

B.

9. Number of adverbs of Ëime (when,
then, once, while . )

10. Number of gerunds, participles, and
absolute phrases (unbound modifíers)

Total

SDS: S.D. Score (Total/

Grade-leve1 Conversion

Grade-1evel Conversion Table:

SDS

Grade
Level

The syntacËic
was grade 3.

.5 1.3

2

2.L

3

to

4

3.7

5

4.5

6

5.3

7

7 .7

10

8.5

11

6.1 6.9

densi ty grade level as computed for the four cLoze tests
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Sentences used to Instruct the Experimental Treatment Groups

Sentences were selected from the following basal readers:

Backpacks and Bumblebees. Language DevelopmenË Reading Program, (BB)
Thomas Nelson & Sons (Canada) Limited, 1977.

RowboaÊs & Rollerskates, Language DevelopmenE Reading Program, (R.R)

Thoffis (Canada) Limited, L975.

Driftwood & Dandelions, Language Development Reading Program, (DD)
Thomas Nelson & Sons (Canada) Limited, L970.

Starting Points in Reading a, Ginn and Company, Canada, 1973. (SPR)

Ventures, Book 4, W. J. Gage Linrited, Toronto, 1968. (VEN)

The senEences which have been selected are representative of the

frequently used structures chosen by the investigator for instructional

purposes in the presenË sËudy. However, they do not. represent the most

complex sËructures found in these readers, as shourn by Èhe following

examples:

They raced off, chasing each other up Ëhe paËh Ëhat wound between
the painted frame houses on the fringe of the village, Ëhen
clambered from ledge to ledge of rusted brovm and purple rock 1íke
mountaín goats vrho thrive on heíghts (DD, p. 18),

There he slept all day, coiled like a Catherine wheel on Ben's
settee, while dovrn below him trucks snorted and roared, men

shouted and laughed, and the bíg, brass scales clanged and rattled
and bumped under their loads of marrows and beans (SPR, p. 85).
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Lessons I and 2

Conjoíned Sentences

Conjunctions used: and, buË, because

1. Werll land but remember to stay Eogether. (VEN, p. 103)

I,ie | 11 land.
Remember to stay Ëogether. (but)

2. Take my skin and use Ít to make a fine tent. (DD, p. 78)

Take my skin.
Use it to make a fine Ëent. (and)

3. There r^ras a lot of work to do but they let us go anyr^iay. (BB, p. 7)

There r,/å.s a lot of r¿ork to do.
They let us. go any{Àray. (but)

4. It began to rain and the wind pushed the waves hÍgher up the beach.
(RR, p. 6B)

IË began to rain.
The wind pushed Èhe waves higher up the beach. (and)

5. They dontt v¡ork nearly as hard as bumblebees because they don't
store honey for the winter. (BB, p. 34)

They donrt r¿ork nearly as hard as bumblebees.
They dontt store honey for the winter. (because)

Conjoined Sentences and Deletion of Common Elements

1. Harry stood up and gazed at his carving. (RR, p. L7L)

Harry stood up.
Harry gazed at his carving. (and)

2. He clenched his fists and shook his head. (SPR, p. 65)

He clenched his fists.
He shook his head. (and)
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3. The men put some food in a boaË and rowed ashore. (VEN, p. f03)

The men put some food in a boat.
The men rowed ashore. (and)

4. He stood on the bag and watched the coach for the signal. (VnU, p. 59)

He stood on the bag.
He watched the coach for the signal. (and)

5. Clothes had been taken out of boxes and scattered about. (SPR, p. 39)

Clothes had been taken out of boxes.
Clothes had been scaËtered abouË. (and)

Lessons 3 and 4

Left Enbedded Adverbial Clauses

1. As I pedalled along I passed an apple orchard. (BB, p. 7)

I passed an apple orchard,
I pedalled along. (as)

2. i{hile h/e r¡rere gone tr^tilma hadn't moved. (BB, p. B)

I^lilrna hadnrt moved.
tr{e were gone. (while)

3. Before she could say anyËhing, we heard noises somewhere dorrm the
beach. (BB, p. L4)

lle heard noÍses somewhere dovrn the beach.
She could say anything. (before)

4. As David got \,'rarmer insíde the blanket, he began to feel sleepy.
(BB, p. f39)

Davíd began to feel sleepy.
He got rüarmer inside the blanket. (as)
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5. i"Ihen the basemenË door closed, Betsy ran over to the clock.
(DD, p. r28)

Betsy ran over to the clock.
The basement door closed. (when)

6. After helping her Dad rnake beds, Pam went down for her roller
skates. (RR, p. 74)

Pam went down for her roLler skaËes.
Pam helped her Dad make beds. (after)

7. i^Ihen his work was done, he would buy a few things for his family.
(VEN, p. 35)

He would buy a few things for hís family.
His r¡ork was done. (¡vhen)

8. LihíIe everyone was resting on the beach a bright orange buËterfly
flew to Andy. (RR, p. 163)

A bright orange butterfly flew to Andy.
Everyone lras resting on Ëhe beach. (while)

9. As they neared the first turn, Rollie and Jim were slightly ahead.
(BB, p. 63)

Rollie and Jim vrere slightly ahead.
Rollie and Jim neared the fírst Lurn. (as)

/r10. After Nokomis had removed all Lhe corn, she placed the bare cobs
and husks in an old box (RR, p. 49)

Nokomis placed the bare cobs and husks in an old box.
Nokomís had removed all the corn. (after)

Lessons 5 and 6

Center Embedded Clauses

1" A man who used Èo play Canadian football lived in our tov¡n. (BB, p. 53)

A man lived in our torn¡n.
The man used to play Canadian football, (ruho)

J. final phrase deleted
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2. The sËorm, which had been getting \.üorse all afternoon, suddenly
roared with thunder. (DD, p. I32)

The storm.suddenly roared with anger.
The storm had been getting \rrorse all afLernoon. (v¿hich)

3. A ta1l Ëree whích had been struck by lightníng lay across the road.
(VEN, p. 388)

A tall Ëree 1ay across the road.
The tree had been struck by lightning. (which)

4. 0f all who were aboard the vessel, only King Richard survived.
(SPR, p. 69)

Of all, only King Richard survived.
All r¿ere aboard the vessel. (lvho)

*5. The Board that conËrols the market held an Extraordinary
General Meeting wiÈh Ben. (SPR, p. 86)

The Board held an Extraordinary Meeting with Ben.
The Board controls the markeÈ. (that)

6. The lrishman who was walkÍng behind almost fel1 on top of the two
huge porkers. (SPR, p. 75)

The lrishman almost f ell on top of the tr,ro huge porkers.
The Ïrishman \,¿as walking behind. (who)

7 . r¡iill the party who addressed me at bedtime last night speak up.
(v¡lu, p. 37L)

I^Iill the party speak up.
The parËy addressed me at bedtime last night. (who)

B. There are men here who are brave enough to explore this ner¿ land!
(VEN, p. 97)

There are men here to explore this ner¿ land.
The men are brave enough. (lvho)

Jc first clause deleted
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Lessons 7 and B

Ríghr Enbedded Clauses

1. There vras a silence when he finished speaking. (RR, P. L22)

There 'hras a silence.
He finished speaking. (when)

2. I planned to become a Ëeacher when I \^rent to universíty. (BB, p. 56)

I planned to become a teacher.
I wenË to university. (when)

3. Charlie meanË to tell Lindy Ëhat he was behind the curËain.
(DD, p. 95)

Charlíe meanË to tell LÍndy.
Charlie was behind the curtain. (Ehat)

4. He named it the bathysphere, which means "deep-sea ball."
(SPR, p. 156)

Ile named iÉ the bathysphere.
Bathysphere means "deep-sea ball." (which)

5. The Nautilus ís one of the ships that has mapped our ocean floor.
(SPR, p. 157)

The Nautilus ís one of the ships.
The Nautilus has mapped our ocean floor. (ttrat)

6. Everyone was hoping that the v¿eather would get better. (BB, p. 59)

Everyone was hoping.
The weather would get better. (that)

7. Tom smiled to hirnself as he paid for Ëhe pigs. (SPR, p. 74)

Tom smiled to hirnself .

Torn paid for the pigs. (as)

B. There once ú/as a man who had seven sons. (VEN, p. 325)

There once r¡/as a man.
The nan had seven sons. (who)
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Lessons 7 and B

Multiple Enbeddings (includíng conjoíned sentences)

1. The road curved dor¡nward r,rhere the clover field ended and ahead
lay rhick woods. (VEN, p. 2t4)

The road curved dornmward. (where)
The clover field ended.
Ahead lay thick rvoods. (and)

2. tr{hen the snake strikes the victim, the poison goes inËo the blood
sËream where it spreads through the body. (SPR, p. 9L)

The snake strikes the victim. (when)
The poison goes Ínto the blood sËream.
The poison spreads through Ëhe body. (where)

3. The nets were old and gray too, but they were sLrong, and kept
carefutrly mended. (SPR, p. 145)

The nets were old and gray too. (but)
The nets r¡rere st.rong.
The nets were kept earefully mended. (and)

4. They were so busy eating that at firsË Ëhey did not notice four
bror,m rats who had jusË arrived. (SPR, p. 131)

They were so busy eating. (ttrat)
They díd not. noËice four brornm rats.
Four brourn rats had just arrived, (who)

5. Mrs. Gray was feeling very happy as she rushed into the wardrobe
room where they found her a pretty blue dress. (DD, p. 57)

Mrs. Gray was feeling very happy. (as)
Mrs. Gray rushed into Èhe r'rardrobe room.
They found her a pretty blue dress. (where)

6. She looked around her, but the underbrush r^/as so thíck that she
couldn'E see anything. (RR, p. LZl-)

She looked around her. (but)
The underbrush \¡/as so thíck.
She couldn't see anything. (that)
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I,iinnipeg, Manitoba

January 15, 1979

Dírector of Education
St. James-Assi-niboia School Divison No. 2

2574 PorLage Avenue
I^Iinnípeg, Manitoba
R3J OHB

Dear Mr. I'faclntosh:

This year I am on sabbaËical leave frorn the St. James-Assiniboia
School Division to continue work on my M.Ed. degree program. For my

Ëhesis I wish to invesÈigate the effect of teaching students to recover
Ëhe deep structure of sentences as a means of improving readJ-ng conpre-
hension at the fourth grade level. Recent developments in psycholinguis-
tics and transformat.ional grammar have prompted studies of the grammatical
stïucture of language and its effect on reading comprehension. Chomskyrs
theory of t.ransformatíonal grammar provides evidence Ëhat senterlces are
perceived at Ëhe surface sEructure level but that they are comprehended
at Ëhe deep structure level. Textual maËerials often contain synËactic
structures which students find difficult to understand, particularly at
the fourth grade 1evel and beyond. It is for this reason that I have
selecÈed this topic and this grade level for study.

I would like permission to conducÈ boËh a preliminary pilot study
and the maín study ín five fourth grade classes in St. James-Assiníboia
schools during the latter part of February and ín March. The pilot study
would consisË of approximaÈely Ëhree half-hour lessons with one class as
well as the adminístration of pre- and post-tesËs in reading comprehensíon.
The main study would consist of approximately twelve half-hour lessons
wÍth each of four classes as well as pre- and post-testing the studentsr
comprehension skills.

As part of my course work ín Clinical Diagnosis and Remedíation
I have been studying and evaluaËing certain tests. One of these is the
Carrow Elicited Language InvenÈorv published Ln L974. Thís test is being
used quiËe widely in St" James-Assiniboia schools, as well as else\¡rhere,
as an instrument for díagnosing expressive language disorders in children.
It is a test that appears to have a number of advantages such as shorË
admínistration time in terms of time spent with the studenË. However,
because of its fairly recent publication there is litt1e literature
available on the validity of this test and there is noE agreement as to
r¡heEher this type of test (elicited language imiËaËion) provides an
adequate sample of a chíld's expressive language. Because r¿e feel Lhat
Ëhis Ëest could be useful ín developing a studentrs profíl€, ilY advisor,
Dr. V. Froese, Universíty of lulanitoba, Elaine Graham, Speech and Hearing
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ClinicÍan \^zith EducaÈional SupporË Services, and I would like your
permissíon Lo conduct a posË hoc study of the accumulated scores of
studenËs whom Miss Graham has Ëested for language disorders. The
students would remain anon),nous since we would be using test scores
only to study correlatíon beÈv¡een scores on the Carrovr Elicít.ed Language
Inventory and other language tests to deEermine whether it predicts
childrenrs compeËence in expressive language.

tr^ie believe thaË informatíon such as thís would be useful to
clinicians and resource Ëeachers who may wish to use Ëhis test in diag-
nosing expressíve language disorders. The reporEs of these sËudies
would be available to rhe St. James-Assiniboia School Division. If you
require additional information in regard to these requesËs I would be
pleased to meet with you for further discussíon at any time convenient
Èo you.

Thank you for your consideration and assisËance.

Yours sincerely,

(Mrs.) Tr.ez Striemer

Mr. R. Davis, Superintendent of Elementary Education, granted permíssion
by telephone.
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Suggested Lett,er to ParenËs:

Dear Parents,

The grade four classes in School have been
asked to partÍcipate in a reading study conducËed by Mrs. Tnez Stríemer,
a St. James-Assiniboia teacher who is completing her master's degree
in educatÍon. The study is concerned r¿íËh ÍnvestigaËing the effect, of
instruction in three Ëypes of reading skí1ls dealing rn¡iËh sentence
structure, as a means of improving studenÈsf reading comprehension.
Gains ín readi.ng comprehension v¡i11 be measured by two short reading
comprehension tests given before lessons begin and agaín after ten
l-essons have been completed. Each studenË will participate in only
one group and one inst,ructional method. The reading materials used in
the lessons will be Ëaken from readers which the students are using.

I'Ie feel that exploring ways ín which r{e can ímprove reading
instruction wíll be of benefit both Eo the students and to the teachers.
These lessons will be carried out during
r.+-ish further inforrnation please call Mr.

School or I'frs. Striemer at 26L-736L.

If you
at

Should
lessons, would
and return it

you prefer that
you kindly fill

to the school by

your child not parËicipate in these
Ín the slip at Ëhe bottom of the page

Sincerely,

Princípa1

I prefer thaË my chíld

Lhis study.

not particípate in
(name)

(Signature of Parent)


